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1Seen&HeardAround
Murray
Some bard once said "the world
is too much with us". We closet
know whet he had in mind, but
U he was referring to the pace
of life, he should see it now.
A reader brings in "ten quest-
Jams for you to ask about your
tie high school" which were print-
ed in the Ladies Home Jour-
• nal recently. We reprint them
here for the edification, infor-
mation and contemplation of
our readers.
We think these questions are
appropriate at this time since
the tax issue and merger are
under discussion.
6
"Here are guidelines to help
parents evaluate their commie-
ity's school.
1. How many students and tea-
-Zit:dare there? A good school
•have at least 100 dal-
-than -ils--4616-111100r1•1118.
thing smaller means kis. ler
iety of courses and fewer learn-
ing tools. And there should be
465 professionals (principals,
essmaelors and teachers) for
every 1,000 students.
2. How well does your commun-
ity support its school financial-
ly? The cost---ets•oel educa-
tion varies from town to town
and state to state, but, in gen-
eral, a community should spend
(Continued on Page 16)
Calloway Hi
Graduation
IS Friday
The ninth graduating class of
Calloway County High School
will hold its Commencement
Exercise Friday, May 23, at
8:00 p.m. in the Jeffrey Gym-
nasium.
The main address will be
given by Dr. Hu;. Noffainger
of the Education Department of
Murray State University.
County school superintendent
Huron Jeffrey and Billy Joe
Stubblefield, chairman of the
county board of education, will
present diplomas to the grad-
uating seniors.
The Laker band, under the
direction of Mrs. Carolyn Pigg,
will play 'Pomp and Circuit&
stances' for the processional.
The band will also play 'Amer-
ica The Beautiful'.
9 The combined choruses, un-
der the direction of Mrs. Josiah
Darnell, will sing "Thanks Be
To Thee' by Handel.
The vocation and benediction
will be given by Reverend Leon
Penick of Scott's Grove Baptist
Church.
The public is cordially invit-
ed.
Rita Chaney
To Receive
iState Award
4, Rita Chaney, daughter of Mr.lad Mrs. Eugene Chaney, will
dive the FHA. State Home-
r Degree on June 10, at
State FHA meeting held at
ling Green, Kentucky.
To receive the State degree,
Is must be active in the.F.HA
nization, her home, her
1, and her community. Rita
currently serving her chapter
president and she holds the
r and chapter homemaker
She has also served
chapter as secretary.
Others to attend the meeting
Calloway County High
I will be, Beverly Rogers,
years president, Ellen Wat-
scholarship receipient and
two advisors, Miss Lucy
at and Mrs. Bess Kerlick.
EREAKIN
breakin was reported at
Bunny Bread Company, 206
Main Street last night, ac-
ing to the report made to
Murray Police Department
•24 p.m. Tuesday. An un-
ined amount of money
taken, according to Chief
olice James Brown.
•
Mile Beverly Adams, center, a sophomore at Murray
State University, Is shown as she Is presented the education
scholarship award of $200.00 by Mrs. Bill Thurman, chairman
of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Standing to the right of Miss Adams is Mrs. Alien McCoy,
chairman of the scholarship committee of the department. 
Thisaward is made annually by the Sigma Department to a
deeervIne student In the field of elementary education. Miss
Adams, daughter of Mrs. Sam Adams of 1613 Kirkwood
Drive, has won the award for the second consecutive year.
BSU Choir Will
Present Program
lite Belitist Student-- "Union
Choir of Murray State Uniyer-
'shy will present a program on
Saturday evening, May 34, at
Grace Baptist Church, S. 9th Ex-
tended, and on Sunday morning
May 25, at Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Mein Streets.
The services will start at 6:30
p.m. at Grace Baptist, and at
the regular woraltiphora.:4,29s-
mortal Baptist.
The group composed of forty
voices, is directed by Leonard
Jenkins, • sophomore music
major, and accompanied by Su-
Ellen Wilson, also a sophomore
music major. The Baptist Cam-
pus Minister is Reverend Lloyd
A. Cornell. The choir presents
several selections and testimo-
nies. Faipvting the paw= at
14;4.L fel-
lowship will follow at the BSU
Center at 108 North 15th Street.
The choir is working to raise
$1600, the local goal for Sum-
mer Missions. This, along with
that from other groups through-
out the state, is sending stu-
dents from several colleges to
four foreign countries and var-
ious points in the nation. Every-
one is invited to attend the pro-
grams and activities which fol-
low the Saturday evening pro-
Anne Battle
Wins State
French Aw
Anne Battle, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Guy Battle and a so-
phomore at Murray High School,
has won second place in the en-
tire state of Kentucky, on the
National French II test which is
sponsored by the National
Council of Teachers of French.
Three other Murray High stu-
dents have won honorable men-
tion awards based on the mine
tests, which were given on
April 19 at three contest cen-
ters.
Kim Battle, the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Battle, won an honor-
able mention on the French
III teat. Miss Nancy Hart,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James
Hart won an honor able ment-
ion on the French 13 test and
Miss Dixie Hook, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Hook won an
honorable mention on the
French I test.
Also taking the tests and re-
ceiving good scores were Steven
Beatty, son of Dr. and Mrs. Dur-
wood Beatty, French I; Miss
Marilyn Lasater, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Luger,
French
Anne will receive a French
government medal and a certi-
ficate of merit. Kim, Nancy and
Dixie will each receive a cer-
tificate of merit.
Schools receiving awards in
the French U category were as
follows: Sacred Heart, first
place; Murray High, second
place; St. Thomas (Louisville)
third place.
The Murray students took the
tests this year at the contest
center at Western State Uni-
versity, with Dr. C. P. Brown as
the director. They are all
French students of Mrs. Lucille
Austin.
Adults accompany ing the
group to Bowling Green bk..41:1
were Mrs. James Hart,
wood Beatty end Itkrs. Angela.
Several Persons
Are Fined In Court
Of Judge Jake Dunn
Several persons were charg-
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week. Re-
cords show the following occur-
red:
G. T. Cleaver, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reek-
drivang,ned.$100.00 costs
$4.50.
T. L Shultz, driving while in-
toxicated, emended to disOrd-
erly conduct, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
J. D. Colson, driving car with-
out licenses, fined $20.00 costs
$4.50.
P. S. Livers, going wrong way
on one way street, fined $5.00
costs $4.50.
J. W. Harris, public drunken-
ness. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Wilson, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs it-
ao.
Robert Erics, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
R. T Perry, unnecessary
noise, fined $1500 costs $4.50.
J. W. Skinner, driving while
intoxicated and no operator's
license, fined $100.00 costa M.-
541
Horace Webb, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
G. L Youngblood, reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.-
50, driving on revoked license
and fleeing officer to avoid ar-
rest, fined $100.00 costs $4.50.
R. P. Farris, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
84.50.
J. E. Bryant, improper pass-
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. D. Ragsdale, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.013 costs $4.50.
W. H. Ross, illegal possess-
ion of alcoholic beverages, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
D. A. Williamson, speeding,
amended to disorderly conduct,
fined $15.00 costa $4.50.
Carl Ray, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costa $4.50.
D. M. Hale, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
H. P. Patton, disorderly con-
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. T. Hughes, unnecessary
noise, fined $20.00 costs $4-50.
Hall Wilkinson, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
G. S. Alexander, going wrong
way on one way street, fined
$5.00 costs 444.50.
G. L. Brummer, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 costs 94.50-
J. L. Harrell, leaving scene
of accident, amended to dis-
orderly conduct, fined $25.00
costs $4.50.
M. A. Richardson, leaving
scene of accident, amended to
disorderly conduct, fined $25.00
costs 64.50-
D. L. Roberts, driving on re-
voked license, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50.
Mary Cavitt, driving car With-
out license, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50.
Elmer Dillon, driving without
license, fined $15.00 costs $4.53.
J. M. Bockelrnan, reckless
driving, fined $25.00 costs $4.-
50.
M. A. Bucy, unnecessary
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
T. R. Smith, reckless driving,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
PHOTOGRAPHER AT BELKS
The photographer at Belk's
Department Store Will be pre-
sent at the store Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday of this week
In an advertisement yesterday
dates of the appearance were
not included in the ad.
- Historical
Society Is
Organized
At the May 15 organizational
meeting, the members of the
county historical society decid-
ed by a unanimous vote to be
officially designated as the
"John C. Waters Historical Soc-
iety in honor of the late John
C. Waters of Murray.
John C. Waters was a pio-
neer in the field of local Ma
tory and genealogy of Calloway
County and the Jackson Pur-
chase. He was one of the or-
ganizers of the Jackson Pur-
chase Historical Society aid
served as its first treasurer.
Danny R. Hatcher, newly elect-
ed president of the John C.
Waters Historical Society, said,
We indeed consider it an hon-
or and a privilege to name our
society after such a man as
John Waters. We feel that his
contributions as a pioneer in
the local history of this area
and his willingness to share and
help others have not been sur-
passed by anyone."
There were 22 members pre-
sent for the May meeting which
was held at the Community
Center in the Federal Housing
Project on Ellis Drive. Mr. Hat-
cher, who was co-chairman a
long with. Betty Bowdedajor the
organization of a county histori-
cal society, presented the intro-
ductory comments at the meet-
ing. The floor was turned over
to Ann Herron. temporary chair-
man, and the officers were
elected. Danny R. Hatcher was
elected President; Brown Tuck-
er, Vice-President; Ann Herr-
on, Recording Secretary; Betty
Bowden, Corresponding Secre-
tary; and Charles F. Minas,
Treasurer.
• Charter members attending
the: meeting include Dr. and
Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs. George
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Danny R.
Hatcher, Mrs. W. G. Hatcher,
Ann Herron, John Nance, Miss
Maude Nance, Mrs. John J. Live.
say, Brown Tucker, Doroth,
Byrns, Manning Stewart, Don
Simmons, Mrs. 011ie Brown,
Mary Williams, Ruth Trevathan,
Mrs. Connie Armstrong, Bill
Burnette, Lillis Wohlhart, and
Judge and Mrs. Hall McCuiston.
Some of the charter members
were unable to attend. They in-
clude Mr Charles F. Hinds, Jim
Love, Mrs. R. L. Bowden, Betty
Bowden, Thomas Vaughn, Mrs.
Brown Tucker, Mrs. Fred Ging-
les, Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Quint Guier, Mrs. Foreman
Graham, Modest Jeffrey and Mr.
William A. Smith.
Mrs. Danny R. Hatcher serv-
ed refreshments following the
meeting.
The next meeting of the soc-
iety will be held in the first
week of June according to Mr.
Hatcher. At that time the ex-
ecutive committee will present
the constitution and by-laws to
the society for acceptance. All
interested individuals are urg-
ed to attend this meeting. Fur-
ther information can be obtain-
ed by contacting Danny Hatch
er.
Ronald Smith
Gets Honor
Ronald Wayne Smith, a sen-
ior at Murray High School, was
selected as the Distributive
Education student of the year.
Ronnie is vice president of the
Murray Chapter of the Distri-
butive Education Clubs of
America and was employed at
Liberty Supermarket.
The president of the local
chapter of DF,CA is Don Hull
another outstanding student of
distributive education. DEC A
is a national youth organizat-
ion and is designed to encour-
age marketing and distribution
as a career, develop leadership
and an understanding of the
free competitive system.
Smith is the son of Mrs. Opal
Smith of 304 South 11th Street,
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rex Houston is a patient at
Bethesda, Maryland. For those
who ,would like to send him
cards or letters, his address is
Rex Houston, National Institute
of Health, Clinical Center,
Room 251-5W Bethesda, Mary-
land.
APOLLO 10 CRAFT APPROACHES
MOON LATE THIS AFTERNOON
Vicki Lamb
Traffic Collisions
Investigated By
Police Tuesday
Two traffic accidents were in-
vestigated by the Murray Po- •
lice Department on Tuesday.
This makes a total of 37 accid-
ents investigated by city police
in the month of May. No in-
juries were reported.
The first occurred at 10:30
a.m. at Main and 12th Streets.
Cars involved were a M. G.
1968 convertible driven by Dan-
ny L. Gardner of Wheaton, Ill.,
and a 1988 Dodge two door
hardtop driven by Deborah Kuy-
iter-;a11 Darnell of Murray
Four.
Police said Mrs. Darnell was
going east on Main, stopped to
make a left turn on 12th Street,
when her car was hit in the
rear by the Gardner car also
going east on Main Street.
Damage to the Gardner car
was on the left front and to the
;Darnell car on the right rear.
At 3:45 p.m. a collision oc-
curred on Industrial Road in
front of the Coop Store.
Involved were a 1963 Ramb-
ler owned by Murray Machine
and Tool Company and driven
by Michael Frank Stalls, 407
North 5th Street, and a 1953
Cadillac driven by Ray Erwin
of New Concord.
Police said Erwin was back-
ing out of the Coop parking lot
when a truck traveling north on
Erwin car to back out. Stalls, Murray Woman's Club Holds
hadustrial Road stopped for the
also traveling north on Indust.
Ofrial Road, passed the truck and of f•Installation leers
Lee Crartchflehl
Hazel School
Announces
Honor Grads
The valedictorian and salutor-
ian for the 1968-69 school year
at Hazel Elementary School
have been announced by the
principal, James R. Feltner.
The valedictorian is Lee
Crutchfield with an average of
96.40. Vicki Lamb, the salutor-
Ian, has an average of 94.68.
Lee is the son of Rev, and
iim.Probert Crutchfield of Ha-
zel, Route 9
Vicki is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb of Ha-
zel, Route 2.
The graduation at the Hazel
Elementary School will be
Thursday night, May 22, at 8:00
p.m. in the school gym. The
class will is to be read by Wen-
dy Williams and Dale Brandon.
Vickie Ann Workman and Evie
Erwin will give the history of
the class.
Curtis Davis and Beverly
Hayes will predict the future
of the class. The class poem
will be read by Gary Herndon.
Kenny Lawrence will deliver
the president's speech.
Astronauts Feel 'Just Great'
As They Ready For Orbit
By EDWARD K. DELONG
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston (On)
The Apollo 10 astronauts,
ves of lunar gravity and
eeling "just great," plunged tia;
the moon today to begin
their risky orbital exploration
mission.
At 2:46 a. m. EDT, the astro-
nauts were 38,710 miles from
the moon and speeding toward
it at 2,500 miles per hour.
The 47-ton spacecraft passed
Into the gravity pull of the
nation at 2:40 a. m. EDT while
crewmen Thomas P. Stafford,
John W. Young and Eugene A.
Cernan inept before starting
the busiest period of their eight-
day space assignment. Ground
controllers told them they could
sleep until nearly noon if they
wishect.,_ _
Apollo 10 was to fire its
control rockets at 4:34 p. m. to
kick itself into an ellipitical or-
bit around the moon, and fire
Committee Meeting
Planned Thursday
The Committee on Christian
Social Concerns will meet at
7:30 on Thursday evening, May
22 at the Douglas Community
Center. There will be further
discussion on the recreational
needs of the city and other
community problems.
All interested persons are in-
vited to attend.
Peeler Cemetery To
Hold Homecoming
A home coming picnic will be
held at the Peeler Cemetery,
Sunday, May 25 at 12:00 noon.
Everyone is asked to bring
lunch for their own families.
Bro. William McKinney will
conduct the services. The Me-
lodies will be in charge of the
music.
collided with the Erwin car, ac-
cording to the police report.
Damage to the Stalls car was
on the right front fender and
to the Erwin car on the rear
fender and bumper.
Headers
Are Named
Cheerleaders have been sel-
ected for next year at Murray
High School.
Senior High cheerleaders in-
clude: Kathy Crider, Jennie
Barker, Cindy Colson, Leah
Fulton. Ruth Titsworth, a n d
Susan Johnson.
Junior High cheerleaders
named are Wanda Rolfe, Jan
Shuffett„Clarissa Lee, Gail
Herndon, Deveen Perry, Cathy
Mitchell, and Debbie Landolt,
Mrs. Martha Sammons and
Mrs. Martha Shirley are cheer-
leader sponsors.
WEATHER REPORT
Prelim Istermatiftild
Fair today and tonight. High
today 76 north to 86 west. Low
tonight 55 north to 61 west.
Mostly fair and a little warmer
Thursday.
Kentucky Lake: I a m 358.9,
up '0.1; below dam 309.4, up
0.6. no gates open.
Berkley Lake: 7 a.m., 358.6,
down 0.2; below dam 318.1, up
0.3.
Sunrise 5:44; sunset 8:02.
Moon sets 12:45 am.
Members of the Murray Wo-
man's Club met at the club-
house on Monday evening at six
o'clock for dinner and the fin-
al meeting of the club year.
Mrs.. Don Keller, president,
St the business meet-
:ating dinner. Mrs. Jam-
es Garrison introduced the chor-
us from the anvc Music Depart-
ment who entertained the group
with two selections, "Fiesta" by
Humphreys and Ahrold and
"Let There Be Peace" by Mit
Forrest Oakley
Returns To Duty
CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass. -
U.S. Air Force Technical Ser-
geant Forest L. Oakley, son of
M. and Mrs. Thomas K. Oak-
ley, Canton, Ky., has returned
to Westover AFB, Mass., after
six months temporary duty at
a forward base in the Western
Pacific.
Sergeant Oakley, an automo-
tive maintenance technician
with the 99th Transportation
Squadron at Westover, support-
ed B-52 Stratofortress bombing
missions against enemy targets
and KC-135 Stratotanker miss-
ions that provided aerial refuel.
ing to the B-52.s and fighter and
reconnaisdance aircraft conduct
ing the air war over Vietnam.
The sergeant is • 1952 grad-
uate of Golden Pond (Ky.) High
School. His wife, Glenda, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Starks, R.R. 1, Ahno, Ky.
RUMMAGE EALE
A rummage sale will be held
on the West side of the court
square on Friday, May 23, at
eight a.m. This is sponsored by
the Latter Day Saints Churth
ler and Jackson. The Cnorus
was under the direction of Mrs.
Josiah Darnall and accompanied
by Mrs. Richard Farrell.
Mrs. Don Tucker reminded
(Plammr-asrissistv-Pand
the group of the Charity Ball
which the Murray Woman's
Club is sponsoring for the sec-
ond year for the benefit of the
Mental Health Association. Mrs
Tucker reported that there are
still tickets available for the
Ball which will be held at the
Calloway County Country Club,
June 7, at nine p.m. For tickets'
contact Mrs. Tucker, Mrs. John
Purdom. or the finance chair-
man of the departments.
Mrs. Harry Furches read
resolution commending the Cal
laway County School Board, th
Murray City School Board, th
administrators and all interest
ed citizens for thetr efforts i
(Continued on Page 16)
Fire Department
Gets Letter Of
Appreciation
The Murray Fire Department
has received a letter of appre-
ciation from the Benton Fire
Department for their help in
fighting the fire at the Benton
School.
Van S. Wyatt, chief of the
Benton Fire Department, said
In the letter posted on the- bul-
letin board of the Murry Fire
Department, that the help by
the local deportment confined
the fire to the cafeteria of the
school only.
The letter was addressed to
the Murray Fire Chief Flavil
Robertson.
them again four hours and 25
minuted later to go into a cir-
cular orbit 69 miles above the
(Continued on Page 16)
Three Injured
In Accident
Three persons were reported
injured in a car accident last
night, according to the officials
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Miss Janice Garland, age 16,
of 1623 College Farm Road, was
admitted to the hospital and is
reported in satisfactory condit-
ion today. She suffered from
lacerations.
Kenneth Downey, age 16, 401
South 12th Street, and Stanley
King, age 14, 200 Broach, were
treated at the emergency room
and released. Downey had lacer-
ations of the shoulder and King
had lacerations on the back.
King was x-rayed before being
released.
Rezoning
Request
Is Denied
The Murray Planning Com-
mission held their regular
&onthly meeting last night at
the city hall.
The commission voted to de-
ny a request to rezone the Her-
man K. Ellis property on the
Hazel Highway from Resident-
ial 2 to Business 2. The request
was for the purpose of placing a
trailer court on the property.
The property in question lies
east of the presently commer-
cially zoned property.
A request for rezoning pro-
perty on South 12th Street from
residential to commercial was
withdrawn after residents pre-
sented a petition against the re-
zoning proposal. This property
is located between Elm and
Vine Streets and the proposal
for rezoning was presented by
Kelly Jones and Monk Stations.
The recommendations of the
planning commission will b e
presented to the city coitpcil ac-
cording to Dr. Tom Hogancamp,
Chairman of the Commission.
E. M. Stokes
Passes Away
Ernest Matthews (Capt) Stok-
es of 510 South 13th Street
passed away Tuesday at two
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 78
years of age and his death fol-
lowed an extended illness.
Mr. Stokes was a member of
Murray Masonic Lodge No. 105
F. & A. M., a veteran of World
War.I, and a retired officer of
the Hays Freight Lines. They
have been residing in Murray
for 7% years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nelle Stoles, 510 South 13th
Street; one son, Richard M.
Stokes of Louisville; four sis-
ters, Mrs. Edith Roberts of An-
na, Ill., Mrs. Ellice Hepp of
Grand Rapids, Mich., KM. Mau-
de Cheniae of Centralia, Ill.,
and Mrs. Pearl Lowry of East
Peoria, Ill.; two grandchildren,
Mrs. Harold Martin of Jeffer-
sonville, Ind., and Richard C.
Strikes of Louisville; one great
grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at ten a. m. at the cha-
pel of the J H. Churchill 'Fu-
neral Home with Rev. Norman
Culpepper officiating.
Graveside services will be
conducted at the Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah, Friday at
one p m. Friend' may call at
the J H. Chiot.a.. Funeral
In•
er- •
•
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Quotes From The News
By 1T/4111W PIESS INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CENTER, Houston - Astronaut John W. Young, nearly
200,000 miles from earth:
"We can now see the earth 24 the moon in both windows. The
moon is in the left window; the earth is in the right window. The
moon is practically a new moon, it's only a sliver from where we
, are."
t- SEABROOK - Faye Stafford, wife of Apollo 10 astronaut Thomas
P. Stafford, asked if she would like to live with her family on the
moon:
"You must be kidding."
WASHINGTON - Sen. Edward M. Kensedy, Damns. critici.s-
ing the American military for fighting tan days to win liamberger.• Bill in South Vietnam:
ser"How can we justify sending out boys a a
times or more until soldiers themselves question the madness
of the action?"
BATCei ROUGE, La. - R. Laurence A. DeLaroderie of Baton
Rouge, opposing sex education in public schools:
"People have figured this out through the years and don't need
any help now."
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGE:Ita TIKES FII/
Calloway County is fifth in the state le the number of fishing
licenses reported in 1948, according to the report from the Fish
and Gide Commission.
Ogelit a total of 1,919f:inns in Calloway County, it was announced
WS/ int 2,491 of these ttrms are members of the 1949 Agriculture
, cul=a Robert. W. McElrath has concluded a two weeks
sZeltjangtents..cauf.Mr. and Mrs. W. W. McElrath. He has now
The Harris Grove Club held its May meeting in the home of Mrs.
A, D. Stark,
Affiance
Has Lost
Its Charm
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
F.:rmer President Fernando
Belaunde Terry of Peru called
the Alliance for Progress "a
marriage without children."
New York Goy. Nelson S.
-Rockefeller, on the first leg of,,, 
Latin American fact-finding
tour for President Nixon says it
has last its charm and lacks
money.
A United survey cov-
ering the years the laun-
ching of the alliance by Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy in 1.1/61
declares the area has plunged
deeper into foreign debt than
ever, has lost ground in wodd
trade and bee felled to roam
unemployment
With the single exceptiott-4
1967, military take-oven of Lat-
in American governments have
continued with distressing re-
gularity. Brazil, Argentina, Pe-
ru and Panama are under. nee
itary rule today. Haiti has one
of the worst one-man dictator-
ships in the world.
Economic Boycott
Fidel Castro continues to
hold sway in Cuba against a
hemisphere • wide economic and
diplomatic boycott to which
Mexico is the only exception.
Based on these conclusions
the alliance cannot be called a
howling success despite contri-
butions of $7.7 billion by the
United States and more than
$100 billion by the Latin Amer-
ican nations themselves.
In his present "listening"
swing. Rockefeller is seeing the
heads of state of Mexico and
eanama plus the five nations of
the Central American Common
Market, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Honduras and El
CAMPUS ROMANCE Mr and
Mrs. Robert Huseby of Du-
mont. N.J.. are shown in
their low neat at Brown Uni-
versity. Providence, RI.
where they met as fresh-
men. wed as sophomore, be-
came parents as juniors and
will be graduated this Jun,
Son is Robert .Ir.
I. hearing the usual
unds that are con-
tributed by the United States
Must be spent in the United
Rates; United States tariffs dis-
criminate ageing Latin Amer-
ican raw materials, finiehed or
semi • finished manufact
goods and agricultural products.
The fint governor of
California was Peter H. Burnett.
Alerted Nov. 13, 1849.
C,.
The prairie rattler gives birth
to an average litter of nine to 12
in late summer.
• ,
- ..-14111114411100,Anpai-,..-
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Hospital Report
Census — Adults .... 101
Census — Newborn .. 3
Arineesleen. May 14, 1%9
Mra. Linde Loa Earhart, EL
I, Binhennea, USW; Mrs. Bet.
sass Ehecketford. New Concord;
JANNIS a Hughes. 404 N. 17111
Street, Murray; Master Teddy
Glee Futrell, Route 1, Murray;
William Edward Glover, 118 N.
14th Street, Murray; Miss Dar-
lene Walker, Route 2, Murray;
Mrs Opal E. Hill, Route 3, Mur-
ray; Wilbur Copeland, Star Rt.
illeTtleld; Mrs. Mary L Garner,
Lynn Grove Route 1; Rufus
Senders, 703 Vine Street, Mur-
ray; Willie F. Glover, Route 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Ruble P. Fulcher,
Concord; Mrs. Ilattie Farris,
413 S. 4th Street, Murray; Baby
girl Miller (Dennis), 407 N. 9th
Street, Murray; Miss Estelle
Houston to Oony. Div., 803 Pop-
lar Street_ Murray.
Di11.1111118111
Mn. Linda Hoke, Route I,
Murray: Mn. Jane Stokes, 1612
Keenland Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Pamela Paschall Route 1, Mur-
ray; Dale Garland, 107 N. 10th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Gladys
Henley, 208 SPtwee Street Mur-
ray; Charlie leprine, Hamel; Ar-
thur Kind, 302 Pine Street,
Murray; Miss Estella Houston,
803 Poplar St. Cony. Div., Mur-
ray; William Murdock, Route
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Ruby E.
Miller, Route 1, Dexter; Joe
Dunn, Route 3, Benton; Mn.
Ada Luther, Route 1, Meadow-
view Retirement Home, May-
field; Huron Redden, Route 2,
Murray; Robert W. Key (Ezell'
aide 504 N. 7th Street, Murray;
Cies Simpson (Expired),
Convalescent Div., Murray.
Census — Adults .... 101
Census — Newborn ..
Admissions, May 17, 1%9
Mrs. Evelyn Barron, Highway
444, New Concord; Mies Clara
Eagle, 1206 Olive Street, Mur-
ray; Miss Eugene Ferguson,
637 Hart....Ball.....ILSLI; Howard
Willoughby, Route 3, Murray;
Mrs. Carol Olive, Box 64, Pu.r-
) ear, Tenn.; Linzy Beane, Route
3, Murray; Joe Lancaster, 507
S. 9th Street, Murray; Hugh
Leslie, 727 Nash Drive, Mar-
ray; Mrs. Lena Garner, Route
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Neva Hop-
kins, Box 18, Hazel; Mrs. Rob-
ert Neese, 1417 Porter Court,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Brenda Whit-
ford, Route 4, Mayfield; Robert
Bray, Box 31, Hazel; Norman
Skinner, 1316 Vine Street, Mur-
ray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ovens Garland, 107 N.
10th Street, Murray; Miss Mi-
chele Combs, Route 2, Benton;
Miss Patsy Grooms, 410 N. 10th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Wilma
Harmon, Box 184, Sedalia; Au-
dry Hill, Route 1, Almo; Mrs.
Ola Houser, Route 5, Mayfield;
Mrs. Clara Mathis, Route 3,
Murray; Cohen Stubblefield,
601 Sycamore, Murray; Frank
Momam, 417 Logan St., Morgan-
field; Master Timmy Todd, Rt.
3, Murray; Mrs. Evelyn Barron,
Hwy. 444, New Concord; Mts.
Ola Haneline, Route 1, Murray;
Mrs. Lou Crete Sinter, Ill S.
12th Street, Murray.
Census — Adults  
Census — Nursery   1
Adrntssions, May la, 1%9
Master Billy Barnett, Route 1,
Murray; Harold Boyd, Route 3,
Murray; Miss Florence Cashion.
Route 2. Kinsey; Miss Patsy
Grooms, 410 South 10th Street,
Murray; Robert Neese, 1417
Porter CA., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Florence Olive, Route 1, Mur-
ray. Gardie Turner, Route 2,
Murray; Mrs. Kathy McCallon,
Route 1, Lynn Grove; Mn. Via-
die Edwards, Kirksey; Mrs. X&
ne Oglesby, 1004 Callow% 
Murray.
r-- is
Wilbur Copeland, Star Route,
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda Lou Ear.
hart, Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Master Teddy Glenn Futrell,
ate 1, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Garner, Route 1, Lynn Grove;
Mrs. Ruth fed-Holley, Route 2,
Cottage Grove, • Tenn.; Robert
Neese. 1417 Porter Crt., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Opt Stephens, Rt.
2, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Bread*
Whitford, Route 4, Mayfield;
Mrs. Ola Musgrow and baby
boy. 507 1st Street, Murray;
Mrs. Lena Sue Chaney and baby
girl. Route 6, Murray.
ITS BOAT TRANSPORTATION in Port Kent, Me.. as the fit John and Fish Rivers gush over
their banks. Many families have been evacuated for safety near the Quebec border.
Land
Transfers
- 
J. E. Ashley and Beulah Ash-
ley to A. C. LaFollette and Ir-
ma G. LaFollette of Athens,
Ohio; lot in Thoroughbred Ter-
race.
L. D. Miller and Frances Mil-
ler to Jack Beale Kennedy and
Sue Kennedy; property on In-
dustrial Road.
Carol Ann Warren to Bill
Warren; interest in Sherwood
Forest Subdivision.
Raymond, Claybcirn, Trani"
don; 96 acres in Calloway 
Coon.ty.
Elmer Arthur Hall and Peg-
gy Pat Farley Hall to Nevins
C. Outland and Evelyn L. OM-
Land; lot on Old Patterns
Landing Road. •
Max Sykes and Joanna Sykes
to James U. Ransom. and Beu-
lah M. Ransom —Kit lb -keens:
land Subdivision.
Vernie W. Parker and Chris-
tine S. Parker to Marion D. Has-
sell and Betty W. Hamel; lot
on South lath Street.
Kenneth E. Harrell and Ta•
len W. Harrell to Dwain Taylor
and Mary R. Taylor; lot as
South 18th Street.
Earl Eugene Lamb and lem-
ma Jean Lamb to William Leas
McGary and Wanda Lou Me-
Gary; lot on State Highway 124.
Affidavitt of descent of Gary
Lynn Sinsmons, died February
14, 1969, to Hallie P. Simmons
of Marshallville, Ohio.
Affidavitt of descent of Ken-
neth Joe Simmons, died Janu-
ary 30, 1900, to Hallie P. Sim-
mons, Judy Lane Simmons, Gary
Kynn Simmons, and Kenneth
Joe Simmons, the latter three
of Kirksey.
Hallie P. Williams, Kenneth
Joe Simmons, and Judy Lane
Usher to Kenneth Joe Sim-
mons, Judith Ann Simmons, Ju-
dy Lane Usher, and Roger Wil-
liam Usher; property in Callo-
way County.
Aylon McClure and Laurine
McClure to Charles Littleton
and Janice Littleton; lot in Cal-
loway County.
Rena H. McCutcheon of
Clarksville, Tenn., to J. N. Mc-
Cutcheon and Pearl S. McCut-
cheon of Clarksville, Tenn.;
four acres in Calloway County.
Donald P. Starks and Marian
F. Starks of West Monroe, La.,
to Hubert Pittman and Blanche
Pittman; lot in Blood River
Subdivision.
Igleheart Farms, Inc., to Al
Blum and May Blwrn % acre in
Zalloway County.
Beatrice Dick to James T
✓dwarde and Joan H. Edwards;
property on Blood Rive!. .
Kenneth S. Myers to Earl Pri-
vett and Ola Privett of Hum-
boldt. Tenn.; kit in Kentucky
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
511W. Main Street Phone 753-24 1
rrs TIME FOR A CHANGE:I
* VOTE FOR *
- Rail W. JONES
for Calloway County
JUDGE
Desseenstie Primary May 27, VS
AND INFLOINCR APPRECIATED
No Swedish Medics
For Vietnam
STOCKHOLM — l'he
Swedish Government has turned
down a Defense Command re-
quest that Swedish military doc-
tors be allowed to volunteer for
service in Vietnam in order to
get first hand experience in war
ery.c'he Government was said to
onsider it "out of the question
that Swedish doctors should per-
form active duty in another
country 's armed forces.
and Keys 
McCui*rin Sand Brandon and Ruth Brew OPtrai--K (um) _ For
more pleasure out of an above-
ground swimming pool, a man-
ufacturer of such pools (Coleco
Industries, Inc.) advises keeping
bugs, leaves and other foreign
matter out of the water..lf it's a
small pool, use a cover. Be sure
to keep glass and sharp objects
awaN from theeeseel—erea. Be-
-"etc- endangering the feet, they
, an damage the pool.
*Now thru Tue.*
MOP or MUNN NM
Mow.
I.
=NIP nil
INIMIN RSA arm
room 11, OM Mal • T.
SUGGESTED FOR
MATURE AUDIENCES
Coming Next *
`CHARLY'
wiCh.
CLIFF ROBERTSON
Academy Award
Winner BEST ACTOR
 aeer
•
P
C,,
- -
The tallest buildiril in
Birmingham. Ala., is the
City Federal Building.
ALMANAC
Today is Wednesday, May 21.
the 141st day of 1909 with 224
to follow.
The moon is approaching Its
first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1837, what is considered
to have been the first Democra-
tic National Convention opened
in Baltimore
In 1881, Clara Barton organ-
ised the American Red C.rose
In Washington.
In 1941, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt proclaimed "an un 
limited state of national emer
gency." Seven months before
Pearl Harbor.
In 1962, the American Medi-
cal Association labeled eRresi.
dent Kennedy's proposed Medi-
care legislation as a "cruel
hoax."
A thought for the day —
Richard Garnett said "The
I lie blue whale is the largest three eldest children of neces-
creature in the world. sity: God, the world and love."
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and Diuvslrl —
Truly rthe Canaan !lbw 70-300
* Executive Shirt Semis* *
WEDNESDAY — MAY 21.
Faulted For Fires
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)
The primary cause of house f
in Ohio can be attributed to n
ligence. Roger A. Miller, agric
tural engineer at Ohio State U
versity said in a recent report.
A survey of more than 8,
reports of residence fires show
26 per cent were caused by "he
man failure," Miller said.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
met Soviet Premier Kosygin in
June, 1967, at Glassboro, N.J.,
in what are known as the
Glassboro Talks.
*Today thru Sat.
tociacoo" soMER
AB •
THEY
CeIMETO
ROB 1*5
VEGAS
III PM FINN 1111111 NOS 10111AITS
SUGGESTED FOR
MATURE AUDIENCES
The brown trout was intro-
duced in 'the United States from
Europe in 1883.
Lake Development Corporat-
ion.
Harold Hyde and Dorothy
Hyde to Lonnie Baydston; lot
In Center Ridge Subdivision.
MUttRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
WIN A PASS CONTEST *
• Unscramble the words on the left . . and arrange them on the right to
• spell a theatrical term and win tWo free passes to the Murray Drive-In
ta. Theatre. Send this ad to Box 111, Murray, Ky. 42071, with all the words un-
scrambled and receive by return rnail your passes. The first scrambled word
—1 is given Akap,exampit,„ _
I. EXHTERT  
2. RRUISIYA RDVEI NI
3. 
APcIRR 4. HECI
(-) 5. VOIEM
6. OPPOCNR  
7. REIWFROKS 
• 8. TNEREATINEMNT
▪ 9. SASP   9a. 
  la. THEATRE
2a.
  3a.
4a
5a.
6a 
7a. 
> 10. DAIMSSNOI
(V
CLIP THIS AD CLIP THIS AD CLIP THIS AD
8a
  10a. 
----that's why
we need to
Pass the
BUILDING
FUND
TAX
Why Do We Need The Building Fund Tax
And The Proposed Merger?
It provides a greater OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL YOUTH of Calloway County.
It emphasises SPECIAL PROGRAMS for children with special needs.
It provides for construction of a VOCATION AL SCHOOL.
14 provides a SHORTER SCHOOL DAY FOR SMALL ELEMENTARY CHILDREN.
'eery classrocus will have ADEQUATE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIELS AND EQUIPMENT.
s'71
A good itebool ayetem ATTRACTS INDUSTRY.
It provides more OPPORTUNITY FOR WOULD BE DROP-OUTS.
It will provide IMPROVED TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.
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PAGE THREE
Horton Retums,Leads
Tigers Over Chisox
• By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
Ken Holtzman massed out on
the "year of the pitcher" cele-
bration bat season. Now he's
throwing his own party.
Last season, in a year in
which Detrok's Dennis McLain
won 31 games and six other
major league pitchers won more
than 20 games, Holtzman could-
On't even break even, posting an
11-14 mark.
Holtzman looks as though he
is determined to change things
this season. Holtzman pitched
a five-hitter Tuesday night and
nan his record to 7-1 as the Chi
amp Cub., the National Leag•
"gl ue's Entern DiViai011 leaders,
blanked the Los Angeles Dodg-
ers, 7-0.
Elsewhere In NL
Elsewhere in the National
League, St. Louis bianked San
loteDeboo, 8-0, Pittsburgh down-
ed/1as Diego, 8-3, Houston shut
out Montreal, 5-0 and Cincin-
nati topped Philadelphia, 4-0.
Atlanta and New York were
not scheduled.
Billy Williams drove in two
runs with a seventh-inning dou-
ble and Ernie Banks and Randy
tliundley hit back-to-back ho-
mers in-the ninth inning as the
• Cubs beat Don Sutton for the
21st consecutive time without
ba defeat.
- Bob Pitched_his
atraight complete game and
held San Francisco to four hits
4 St. Louis beat the Giants.GillSOn allowed only four sin-
ea in recording his fifth vie-
" against two losses. Singles
Mike Shannon, Jim Hicks
and Dal Maxvill in the second
accounted for one run and Curt
Flood drove in the other two
With a third Hinkle homer Aga_ _
•
•
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Kirksey And
hew Concor
Win Tourney
The Kirtaey boys and New
C,oncond girls softball teams are
the new champions of the Cal-
.loway County Junior Figh Sat-
e ball League.
The Kirksey boys defeated
the New Cord boys 11 to 3
to win the boys championship
And the New Concord girls edg-
bd the Lynn Grove girls 8 togi to win the championship in
Vie girls division.
The county leauge was di-
into two divisions with
, Faxon and New Concord
the East Division and Kirk-
fey, Hazel and Lynn Grove in
the West Division.
()caches for the teams are
Tommy Rushing, Almo; Billy
Dale Outland and W. T. Pat-
teflon, Faxon; James Feltner,
Basel; James Lowry, Kirtsey;
treed Curd, Lynn Grove; and
Bob Allen and Shelton Bowen,
New Concord.
a sacrifice fly in the fifth.
Four-Run Rally
Manny Sanguillen and Fred
Adak tripled to highlight a
four-run rally with two out in
the fourth iming as the Pi-
rates snapped a five-game los-
ing streak with their victory
over the Padres.
Denis Menke drove in three
runs with a triple and a single
and Larry Pena, pitched a four-
hitter as Houston beat Montreal.
Menke singled in a run in
the first and drove two more
in the third when he followed
Jim Wyrin's single and Norm
Miller's double with his three-
base hit.
Tony Cloninger pitched a two-
hitter and Tony Perez hit a
two-run homer during a three-
run sixth-inning outburst as
Cincinnati beat the Phila.
After Cincinnati took a 1-0
lead on Tommy Helms' squeeze
bunt in the fifth inning, Bob
Tolan boosted the score to 2-0
with a sixth-inning single. To-
tem was out stealing but Alex
Johnson singled before Perez
hornered, his ninth of the sea-
son.
313 Yearlings
Se-Tided For
Sale In July
THE LEDGER & TIMER - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
JACKIE'S BACK - Former baseball star Jackie
Jensen, Jellied by a heart attack in March. is doing
just fine, thank you. He feels so good these days he
Is back coaching his University of Nevada team.
National League
East
cocas*
Pittsburgh
New York
St. Louis
Phila.
Montreal
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - The Atianta
Keeneland Association has ace- Los Ang.
- out -ofttiereiSan Fran.
than 1,000 nominations for its Cincinnati
rich summer sale of yearlings San Diego
July 21-22.
The sale, which will be con-
ducted at the new $600,000 pav-
ilion now under construction, will
have 35 sons and daughters of
nine Kentucky Derby winners.
Of the Derby winners, Decid-
edly is represented by eight year-
lings, Tim Tam has six, Lucky
Debonair five, Swaps and Native
Dancer four each.
Raise A Native, sire of 1969
Kentucky Derby and Prealcness
winner Majestic Prince, will be
represented by eight offspring,
including a full brother to Maj-
estic Prince.
Baltimore UPI - Majestic Pr-
ince survived a stretch challenge
and a long-deliberated foul claim
to capture the $182,000 Preak-
ness Stakes at Pimlico Race
Track.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. UPI -
double raced to victory by better
than two lengths lathe 16th runn-
ing of the $120,400 California
Stakes at Hollywood Park.
Ty Cobb got 200 or more
hits in pine different seasons.
MAJESTIC PRINCE, the Kentucky Derby winner, poses majes-
tically with Gay Lynn Krometis, "Miss Preakness," and all-
time winning jockey Johnny Longden, now a trainer, at
Baltimore.
25 13
18 18
17 18
17 19
15 19
11 22
West
W. L.
24 10
21 14
19 13 .576 5
16 19 .457 8%
16 24 .400 11
Houston 16 24 .400 11
Tuesday's Results -.4..-
Cincinnati 4 Phila. 0, night
Houston 5 Montreal 0, night
Pitts 6 San Diego 3, night
Chicago 7 Los Ang 0, night
St. Louis 3 San Fran 0, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
New York, McGraw 3-0 at
Atlanta, Niekro 6-2, 8-05 p. in.
Montreal, Stoneman 3-3 at
Houston, Lemaster 1-5, 8:30 p.
in.
Pittsburgh, Blass 2-2 at San
Diego, Kelley 2-3, 11 p. m.
Chicago, Hands 3-4 at Los
Angeles, Osteen 5-3, 11 p.
St. Louis, Briles 2-3 at San
Francisco, Perry 6-3, 4 p. in.
Phila.. Fryman 4-1 at Cin-
cinnati, Merritt 3-2, 8:05 p. m.
Thursday's Games
New York at Atlanta, night
Montreal at Houston, night
Pittsburgh at San Diego, night
Chicago at Los Angeles, night
St. Louis at San Francisco
Onily games scheduled
RE -E LECT
CHARLIE OSSITER
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
mom Democrat Primary May 27,1969
EXPERIENCED -QUALIFIED
I ,
Pet:- GB
.658 -
.500 6
.486 6%
472 7
441 8
333 11%
Pct. GB
.706 -
600 3%
American League
East
W. L. Pct.
Baltimore 27 13 .675
Boston 21 13 .618 3
Detroit 18 16 .529 6
Wash. 20 20 .500 7
New York 18 21 .462 8%
Cleveland 8 23 .258 14%
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Oakland 21 13 .618 -
Minn. 20 13 .606 ti
Chicago 15 16 .484 444
Kansas City 16 20 .444 8
Seattle 15 20 .429 6%
Calif. 11 22 .333 9%
Tuesdays Results
Detroit 7 Chicago 6, night
Cleve 4 Kan City 1, night
Minn 3 Balt 2, 13 inns., night
Wash 6 Seattle 5, night
New York 2 Oakland I, night
Calif. at Boston, ppd., rain
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
Detroit, McLain 6-3 at Chi-
cago, Wyan 1-0 or Ellis 0-3,
8:30 p. m.
Kansas City. Nelson 2-3 at
Cleveland, Paul 1-1, 7:45 p. m.
Minnesota, Chance 3-1 at Bal-
timore, Phoebus 4-0, 8 p. m.
Seattle, Bell 3-3 at Washing-
ton, Pascual 2-4, 7.30 p. m.
Oakland, Dobson 3-4 at New
York, Bahnsen 1-6, 8 p. m.
California, May 1-4 and Mc-
Glothlin 3-2 at Boston, Siebert
3-3 and Lonborg 1-0, 2, 5:30
p. m.
Thursdays Games •
Detroit vs. Chicago at Nlilwilu-
kee, night
Kan. City at Cleveland, night
Minn at Baltimore, night
Seattle at Wash., night
Cal if arnia at Boston
Only garnes scheduled
GB
Manama
NEW YORK (UPI)-Few
jockeys today, have identifiable
nicknames. However. -Ismaili
the best known are "The Shoe
(Willie Shoemaker), "Mouaie"
(Walter Blum) and "Cowboy"
(Jim Nichols). •
WEDNESDAY - MAY 21, 1969
Holtzman Hurls Cubs Over Dodgers
By GARY KALE
UPI Sports writer
The prodigal son re
and the Detroit Tigers
momentum for a crack at th
richest World Series payoff in
baseball history.
Willie Horton, who drew a
heavy fizie for bolting the team
last Thursday and missing too
games, was welcomed by to
teammates with open arm
Tuesday night. Be responded
with three RBI's as the world
champion Tigers edged the Chi-
cago White Sox, 78, for their
fourth consecutive triumph.
If Detroit can repeat as world
series champs each regular sho-
uld earn a total of $15,000,
including division playoff mo-
ney.
Willie drove in two runs with
a double during a five run De-
troit uprising in the first inn-
ing. He sent in another with a
sixth inning single.
13 Innings
In other American League
games, Minnesota edged Balti-
more, 3-2 in 13 innings, Wash-
ington shaved Seattle, 6-5, New
York topped Oakland, 2-1 and
Cleveland defeated Kansas City,
4-1. The California at Boston
game was postponed by rain.
Merchants
To Play Sunday
The Murray Merchants Base-
ball Team was rained out last
Sunday in their game with Ed-
dyville. Their next game is Sun-
day with Golconda here at the
Qty Part. Game time is 2:30.
The Merchants have added
pitcher Don Lee to their rost-
er. Lee has been one of Coach
Reagan's best pitchers the last
Sour years while pitching for
Murray State. He will team with
Don Funnernan and Danny
Maxberry to give the Merchants
strong pitching. Merchants co-
aches Gary Crum and Wally
Andzel have a couple of other
additions lined up, but they -will
not be able to play until school
is out.
The Merchants have recently
scheduled a home and home se-
-ries with one of the better
seimi-pro teams in Nashville.
Details will be announced next
week. They have been schedul-
ed, tentatively for July 11-12.
An exact date will be announ-
ced later. They will probably
be the best team of this cali
her to ever play in Murray.
LONDON UPI - Brian Fairlie
of New Zealand and Margaret
Smith Court of Australia won the
men's and women's singles ch-
ampkaiships in the London Hard
Court tennis tournament.
NEW YORK UPI - Australian
Rod Laver defeated Roy Emer-
son, 6-2, 4-6, 6-1 to capture the
$15,000 first prize in the Maci-
ison Square Garden Iniritation
tennis tournament.
In the National League, Cm-
damn shut out Philadelphia,
4-0, Houston whitewashed Mon-
treal, 5-0, St. Louis defeated
San Francisco, 3-0, Pittsburgh
beat San Diego, 6-3, and Chi-
cago whipped Los Angeles, 7-0.
Jim Northrup also drove in
two Detroit runs with a first-
inning single and the Tigers
went on to a 7-1 lead before
Chicago rallied for five runs
in the eighth inning. Earl Wil-
son, with help from three re-
lievers, won his second game in
six decisions. Tommy John took
his first loss after three victor-
ies. Woodie Held homered for
Chicago.
Sacrifice Fly
Jim Kaat drove in the win-
ning run with a sacrifice fly
in the 13th inning and Ron
Perranoski saved the Minne-
sota southpaw's third victory
when Baltimore rallied in the
bottom half of the frame. Har-
mon Killebrew's ninth homer
helped end the Twins' four
game losing streak and stop
Baltimore's five-game winning
skein. Marcella° Lopez took the
loss after giving up the two
13th-inning runs.
Mike Epstein made up for
three consecutive strikeouts by
hitting a two-run homer for
Washington in the eighth inn-
ing. It was Epstein's ninth ho-
mer of the year and overcame
a 5-4 Pilots' lead. Bernie Allen
also crashed a two-run homer
for the Senators as reliever
Dennis Higgins evened his re-
cord at 3-3. Misty Pattin lost
his second game against five
victories.
Frank Fernanditz's two-run
homer in the second inning was
the margin Fritz Peterson need-
ed for his sixth victory. The
New York southpaw limited
Oakland to five hits, including
Dick Green's fifth inning ho-
mer as the Yanks won their
sixth straight. Jim Nash was
tagged with his second loos.
Sam McDowell threw a two-
hitter at Kansas City and struck
out seven en mute to his third
win of the year. Jose Cardenars
homer and Ray Fosse's two-run
double highlighted a three-rums
Cleveland, sixth. Lou Piniella
spoiled DiEDowell's shutout bid
with a seventh inning homer.
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Retired' Missionary
Speaks At Meetin
Of Erwin Circle
The Cordedis Erwin Circle ef
the Women's Society of Christ-
Ian Service of the South Pleas-
ant Grove United Methodist
Church met at the church on
Monday, May 12, at seme-thitty
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. R. L Cooper led the
" genic singing with Mrs. Ruby
Merrell at the piano. The scrip-
; are reeding vim by Mrs. James
• Warren Erwin wilb Mrs. El-
dridge Brandon Medina in pray-
er.
The guest speaker sows Mn
Cordelia Erwin Hurst, a retir-
ed inissionsay from Ecirea who
sow ashos her home in St.
A. Mn. Ellis Ross
with prayer
akar sallida a dbart business ses-
sion was east meted with Mrs.
Peachall, circle chairman, in
charge.
DMicious redreehments were
served to the fourteen members
SIMI two viiitcrs by the hos-
- bamis. Mrs_ W. T. Jackson and
Mrs. James Euel Erwin.
• • •
McReynolds Home
iScene Of Pleasant
t Grove Club Meet
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club met in the
borne of Mn. Autrey McRey-
nolds on Monday, May 12, at
one o'clock in the afternoon.
4 Mrs. Wilford Orr, president,
called the meeting to order and
• Dan Biblingeon, secretary,
timid -lhe minutes, gave the
ttesineer's report, and lled
a the roll.
; The devotion from Psalms
1 100:14 was given by Mrs. liar-
Smotherusan.
• Mn. Billy -Erwin and Mn.
AliMay Wilson discussed the sho-•  merger.
The lemon on "Social Graces
in Public Places" was given
by Mn. Harold Smotherman.
Another lemon on "Trends in
Home Furniahings" was pre-
Apented by Autrey McRe nolds.
' Recreation and songs were
Jee Mrs. Ellis Paschall.
ftIMElpe not were given by
• Mrs. Autrey McReynolds. The
:club made plans for the lessons
" in 1970
Five visitors were Mrs. Nina
Craig, Mrs. Billy B. Wilson,
Mrs. Billy Erwin, Mrs. Melia
Erwin, and Mrs. Tommy Pas-
,. dull. Other members present
• were Mrs. Clifton E. Jones and
Mrs. Robbie McCuiston.
a The next meeting will be
bold Monday June 9, at one
p. m. in the home of Mrs Clif
ton E Jones
MRS. C. C.
'BETTY'
LOWRY
I Am
Running
for the
CITY COUNCIL
If Elected
I Pledge To
Serve -
To the Best 01\̀-•
My Ability
for the
Community of
Murray
Your Vote
and
'Influence Will
Be Appreciated
1
THE LUIGI)/ —
'Deaf.
Raising kids on
company phone
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We have a woman in our office who le
raising her kids on company time over the telephone. At
least six times a day we can hear her yelling. "Get those
kids out of the house! Your high boots are in the back closet
behind the sleeping bags! Tell Stevie I want to talk to him."
Then she screams, "Steven, you go right over to Jimmy's
house and get your bicycle. You know I told you nobody is to
ride that bike but you!"
Twenty minutes later SHE calls home and wants' to know
if Judy came home from school yet, and did she bring her
boyfriend in the house?
Just now I beard her hailer, 'That dog would never bite
if you didn't tease him. Did be break the skin? Is it bleeding?
If it's not bleeding, don't bother me." BANG!
I have nothing against working mothers, Abby, but what.
do you think of women who work and leave their kids to
raise themselves! CO-WORKER
DEAR CO-WORKER: Same as you.
DEAR ABBY: As you can see, this letter is signed "Mu
Barbara." However, I am not a "female" in the true some of
the word In fact, I am a woman "imprisoned" in a man's
body. I have inquired about a sex change operation, but there
is a long waiting list.
I hold down a man's job, but after work I don feminine
attire and my whole life changes. I am now considering
seeking employment as a female. I know I could easily pass
kr a momats as I am small and feminine looking and have
had tidal electrolysis on my face, and my voice is more like
a leSiessi a man's.
My question: In filling out an application for
empbyment, am I within my rights to write "CONFIDEN-
TIAL" where it asks. "SEX?" A lawyer friend of mine says I
am. Will you advise. please? "MISS BARBARA"
DEAR "MISS BARBARA": Bettei_ei -ek wilk,easther 
lawyer. Auld ceasider this. Eve. tbo you may be "whisk year
rights" legally, whether you'd be hired with that Wad. al ea
answer is another enmities.
DEAR ABBY: I can't understand my boyfriend. We have
gone steady for 4 years, and I've known him nearly all my
life.
He is a doctor and in a good position to marry, but be
has never proposed to me Every time I talk about marriage
be changes the subject. He doesn't date anyone else and
neither do I. rem really not even engaged.
• I have tried everything. [Making him Mak there could
be somebody else interested in me, which there isn't and
taking a job in another city, which I also wouldn't consider.)
I am 25 and anxious to marry. He is 31. What should I do?
UP A CREEK
DEAR UP: Face it, year decter's prescription for
happiness doesn't include you. YOU propose to HIM, but
be prepared to bear the awful truth.
DEAR ABBY: You were right in advising that mother
not to dwell on the fact that her 13-year-old daughter refused
to lend her mother her "good white kid gloves" for a special
evening out
I was about that age when I refused to let my mother
wear my "good" jacket. I will never forget the hurt look on
ber face when I told her no. She didn't say a wort Sbe just
turned artemd and left without it. When I saw her thru the
window wearing her shabby old coat, I could have bitten my -
tongue off.
She Dever mentioned it, nor did she ever "punish" me,
but it bask been 10 years, and my own conscience has
punished me plenty. STILL SORRY
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? Fee a personal
reply write I. Abby, Box 45711e, Lou Angeles, Cal. ISM, and
enclose a stamped. self-addressed envel!Ope.
Hate to write letters? Seed $1 I. Abby, Box WHO, Las
ItIffas,Cal. 11111, for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write Leggin
.1111001sidess."
VACATIONING IN IRELAND, 16!onsieur Charles de Gaulle, for-
mer president of France. and his wife stroll on a sand dune
of. Derrynape at Parnasillit. C,ihic photo)
KUL CALMAR
Wednesday, May 21
Open luncheon will be bald
at the Calloway County Coun-
try Club from 12 noon to one
p.m. For reservations call Don
Overbey, Tom Chrism, Wayne
Doran, and L I. Pinkley.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clarence Culver at one
p.m.
• • •
The WMS of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church will have a mis-
sion study program at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clarence Culver at one
• • •
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa will meet at the
Land Between the Lakes at 6:30
p.m. Hostesses are Lucy For-
rest, Bess Kerlick, and Dolly
Reddick.
• • •
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Commun-
ity Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Sirs. Emma Knight as hostess.
firs. Obera Brown and Mts.
Maggie Woods will give the
:esson on "Making different
types of arrangements."
• • •
The Pattertuwn 'Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
• • •
-'111wiedey, Mai 22
The Zdli DINNINtesent of the
Murray Wisliates Cab will have
a patio suppaript the club house
at 6:30 p.m. with a movie re-
view by Mrs. Robert Huie and
Mrs. Elsie Kivett. Hostesses are
Mesdames Henry Fulton, Buirt
Scott, Donald Jones, Maurice
Ryan, Stark Erwin, Frank Kane,
William Barber, and Stark Er
win.
• • •
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
is scheduled to meet with Car-
olyn Parks at seven p.m.
• • •
llisturday,--msr 24
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a luncheon meeting at the club
house at noon with the hostess-
es being Mesdames M. P. Chris-
topher, Mary Belle Overby, W.
C. Adams, Rolf E. P. King,
Ralph Slow, Dr. Gwendolyn
Grossman, and Miss Hanel Tar-
ry.
• • •
Monday, May 26
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Miss Sheila Erwin
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently
A miscellaneous shower was
given recently in honor of Mies
Sheila Erwin, bride elect of
George M. James, in the fellow-
ship hall of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Chur-
ch.
The hostesses for the even.
lag event were Mesdames Linda
Workman, Carolyn Parks, Mari-
lyn Erwin, Barbara Rogers,
Marilyn McGinnis, Wanda Kim.
ban, Joyce Gardon, and Miss
Jan Cooper.
Miss Erwin was attired in an
aqua crepe dress and was pre-
sented a corsage of white car-
=Wins. Mrs. Junes Erwin
mother of the bride elect, wore
an aqua three piece knit dress
mad was also presented a 'cor-
sage of white careetions.
DIAN • colors of yelkrw and
trees our carried throughout
the room. The gift table was
covered in a green cloth and
above it the bulletin board car-
ried the theme of "A Shower
of Good Wiabes". A miniature
bride and groom statuette was
placed under an umbrella
Assisting the bride with the
opening of her gifts were Mrs
Rogers, Mrs. McGinnis, M r s.
,Workman, Joanne Erwin, and
Weds Brandon.
The guest register was kept
by Mrs. Carolyn Parks.
Refreshments of green sher-
bert punch, cakes, nuts, and
mints were served from a table
covered in yellow and overlaid
with yellow net. An arrange.
meat of chrysanthemums and
daisies was placed in the cent-
er. Mrs. Marilyn Erwin served
the punch from a crystal punch
bowl. Mrs. Kimbro served the
individual cakes.
The hoeteasm presented Miss
Erwin with a two piece set of
Club Aluminum.
Approxintately eighty per
sons were present or sent gifts
S.
RBA KENTUCKY
ir-
•
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . •
Votmortff•
Phone 751-1917 or 753-4,47
•
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Murray Woman's Club officers Installed by Mrs. I. A. Gilson, governor of the First
District KFWC, pictured on the left. Others loft to right are Mrs. Don Keller, president;
Mrs. James Garrison, first vita; Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, second vice; Mrs. John Gregory,
recording secretary; Mrs. Don Tucker, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Purdorn Outland,
treasurer.
Approximately one of every
three Americans is protected
today against the casts of
catastrophic illness or injury by
Insurance company major
medical expense insurance. At
the beginning of 1969, 69
million Americans owned this
type of insurance, reports the
Heelth Insurance Institute.
Chapter M Of PEO
Has Luncheon Meet
Chapter N of P. E. 0. Sister-
hood met Saturday, May 10, at
the Holiday- Inn in Mayfield
with thirteen members present
from Murray, Mayfield, and Pa-
ducah.
Members present from Mur-
ray were Mrs. Harry Sparta,
Dr. Beverly Fowler, Mrs. Hugh
Oakley, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Mrs Paul Sturm, Mrs. Bill
Wood, -and Mrs. Ralph Tease-
neer.
Reports and letters were read
from PEO chapters around the
state concerning the state con-
vention held here April 20-23.
The next meeting -will be held
on Thursday, June 19, at 12
noon at the home of Mrs.-IWO
Teseneer. A salad luncheon will
be served on the lawn and a
white elephant auction will be
held.
• • •
Mrs. Richard Tuck
Program Leader At
'Circle AfeetinP
The Alice Waters Circle of
the Women's Society of Christ-
ian Service of the First limited
Methodist Church met Tuesdal,
May 19, at nine-thirty o'clock
in the senior youth of the
church. Mrs. Jew Houlton
Roane was the hostess.
Mrs. William Moffett, vice-
chairman, presided in the ab-
sence of the chairman.
Mrs. Richard Tuck was the
program leader and conducted
a special pledge service.
Two guests were Mrs. Pearl
Moffett of Chicago, Ill,, and
Mrs. Cordelia Erwin Hurst, a
missionary for thirty years in
Korea She gave an interesting
talk on her work there. She
said the was inspired to start
her mission wort by the late
Miss Alice Waters.
• es.
New Hope Club
Has Meet At Home
Of Mrs. Miller
The Neu Hope Homemakers
Club met Wednesday, May 14,
at the home of Mrs. Michael
Miller with the president. Mrs.
Franklin Burkeen, presiding.
Mrs. James Hutson gave the
devotion from Psalms. Mrs. Mil-
ler called the roll which was
answered with something each
remembered about their wed-
ding
An infbrmative talk on the
proposed tax and merger of the
schools was given by Mrs. Ann
Hays. A question and answer
period followed.
The lames sheets on "Socialanites,. were distributed.^ yntbia HumPhreys
Honored Al Shower
4110t tot
REIGN IN EUROPE - - Dark-
haired Sam Zajic, 20. Ljubl-
jana. Xugoslavia. touches her
crown in disbelief after being
named "Miss Europe" in Ra-
bat, Morocco. She is an ac-
countant and model.
sons for 1970 were voted on.
Landscape notes on Azaleas
were read by Mrs. Chesley Wil-
son.
Others present were Mrs. Au-
brey Farris, Mrs. Isaac Gro-
gan, and Mrs Robert McCage,
Jr.
A picnic iamb was schwialad
for June 20 at 6:30 p m. at
Paris Landing State' Park to
close the meetings for the
summer
• • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunning-
!tame were the recent guests
of their son and family, Mr and
Mrs. Zane Cunningham and son,
Phillip.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Robert Young.
South 16th Street, returned
Sunday from a visit with their
son, Capt. William R Young of
Fort Knox. While there they
watched the Eisenhower Avenue
dedication during an Armed
Forces Day celebration at the
Army Post. The memorial to
the late Army general was the
highlight of the observance an4
Attracted hundreds of visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Stanfill
of Greenwood, Miss., formerly
of Murray, are the parents of
a son, weighing ten pounds
11 3 4 ounches, born Saturday,
April 19, at the Greenwood
Lenore Hospital.
He has been named James
Mark. The Stanfills have two
other children, Jennifer, age
12, and Steve, age 9.
Mi. and Mrs. Dennis Miller,
406 West 9th Street, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter,
Amy Denise, weighing seven
pounds thirteen ounces, born
on Friday, May 16, at 7:18 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
by the Claude White Construct-
ion Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dayton Thweatt of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Waid of
Walled Lake, Mich.
• • •
At Ragsdale Home
Miss Cynthia Humphreys,
bride-elect of Larry Ragsdale,
was complimented with a house-
hold shower on Saturday, May
17, at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening at the home of
Mrs. Golden Ragsdale on Mur-
ray Route Six.
The hostesses for the occas-
ion were Mrs. Rafe Brooks, Mrs.
W. C. Ragsdale, and Mrs. J. C.
Walker.
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion • petal pink
dress
Games were played and the
recipients of the prizes were
Miss Vickie McGary, Mrs. Hub-
ert Farris, and Mrs. W. C. Rags-
dale.
Miss Humphreys was assisted
by the groom-elect, Larry Rags-
dale, in opening their many
ovely gifts.
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with a floral ar-
rangement of red roses. Punch,
cookies, nuts, and mints were
served.
Forty persons were present
r sent gate,
FASHIONETTES
By United Press International
Lady Builder •
Knows Her My
ALBUQUERQUE,- N.M.
(UPI) — Most home builders say
they put the "woman's touch"
into their creations, but a&
Albuquerque firm really can laY
claim to that statement.
All the homes built by the
firm, Homes by Marilynn, are
designed by Marilynn Jaachke,
one of only a handful of woman
contractors in the nation.
Mrs. Jeschke got Into the
business four years ago when she
derided to design a house for
herself and husband becausi
they couldn't find the home they
wanted to buy. Her husband,
Mel, was somewhat dubious but
decided to let her have her own
way.
What he had forgotten was
that his wife's father was a
builder and she knew the job as
well as any man.
Mrs. Jeschke doesn't just
design the homes, though. Sh4 •
puts on her work clothes and
tennis shoes and goes out to the,
building site each day,
supervising the subcontractors
on every detail. When she's not -I
doing that, she is busy running
her own household, which
includes five children.
One phase of the business she
leaves to her husband, however.
— the estimates and bookwork..
He has an economics degree
from Harvard.
Donald Brooks now is
designing shoes for Palizzio. The
line, designed to retail from $39
to $40, includes 12 models
most emphasizing what he calls1
the "tip front" effect o
decoration, usually muted in
contrast or in self material
placed on the instep. The shoes
all have the raffine shaping so
characteristic of this designer,
"zeppelin" point.
dh eltongatetdoapn-drotuhne.dteoedsthea aprec
* * *
One look for pre-teen boys ---
a blazer suit with a
double-breasted Edwardian
jacket that has a big collar to
give it a "reefer" look. The pants
are round -- which means
uncreased. They also are flared
at the cuffs.
* * *
While highly traditional slacks
for men are a bit wider than
they were last season, most
continue to feature straight legs.
* 5*
rnnts le, I a sporting life this
spring — on everything from
vinyl tops of some cars to, of
course, menswear. One look for
the male who takes to prints: a
blue and green Indian print
sportcoat worn with a yellow
wide scarf, high-collar navy shirt
and light blue cotton-polyester
slacks. Square toe shoes
complete the sporty outfit.
The fashion in parties,
according to Madame Elsa
Schiaparelli: "Don't mix the old
with the young." She staged a
happening for her
granddaughter, Berry Berenson.
at the St. Regis. The occasion
was Miss Berenson's 21st
birthday. "Schlep" practicer
what she preached by noi
attending.
A laurida censer in Westport,. 
town M artists and
writers, is called — "The Washing
'Well."
* * *
Try to place your principal.
outdoor dining area close to thP
house in a spot relativel*
sheltered and free of traffic. If
possible, locate it where items
easily can be taken to and from
the kitchen.
• * *
A well-made table and chair
set is the heart of our outdoor
dining area. Choose furniture
that is heavy enough too
withstand sudden gusts of wind
and that can't be tipped by
people sitting and standing.
* s •
Accent your make-up light
when planning bathroom decor.
A translucent window shade will
filter glare but give you actual
daylight so you have a true
picture of what you will look":
like out of doors.
* • * vs
Wear sunglasses as a shield on,,,
badly polluted days. This is a
double need on sunny days--
when heat inversions create,
stinging photo-chemical smog,_
authorities say.
* • •
For centuries people in
tropical countries have used the
juice of pineapples and figs to
tenderize meats. They also
found long ago that a bruised
papaya leaf wrapped around
tough meat would soften and
tenderize it. The Manufacturing
Chemists Association says
chemistry improved on these
primitive practices with
development of carefully •
formulated meat tenderizers
based on the enzymes in the
fruits.
* • *
According to scientists, =IN
have thicker skin than females.
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EARTH FROM 26,000- MILES OUT is the subject of this photo
transmitted back by the Apollo 10 astronauts. In foreground
is part of the Lunar Module linked tt the spacecraft.
Beauty Treatments
Transform Shut-iris
By DONALD BERNS
ST LOUIS (UPI) — Kay Koch
has proved that all you have to
do to help your fellowman is to
help from the field you know.
Mrs. Koch, a hairdresser, uses
talents to bring happiness
each year to hundreds of
shut-ins in homes and hospitals.
Her method has impressed
her fellow hairdressers, and now
some 200 of them have followed
her lead. Their activities are
coordinated by the welfare
committee of the St. Louis
Cosmetologists Association.
"Some of those we help have
lever had any beauty care
gefore," said Mrs. Koch. "We
give them a good shampoo, set
their hair, put a little makeup 
on, and some of them look 10
years younger."
"When they look into the
mirror after you've finished,
sometimes they have a big broad
smile that seems to go deep
down inside of you."
The beauty aids used by Mrs.
1PCoch and her helpers are
donated by 14 St. Louis supply
houses. The hours donated by
the hairdressers are counties.
with many working a 10-hour
day at a hospital or an old folks'
home each week.
Mrs. Koch said, "I've been
going out to the mental hospital
/or 12 years and I've got some
gegulars out there. They'll see
me in the hall and say, 'I've been
waiting for you, Koch."
"So many of them are
grumpy, at first" she said. "But
they change their attitude after
you've worked with than. And,
when one is released from the
mental hospital, you feel like
you've done a lot to help. One
that I know even went on and
got her state license as a
hairdresser."
Mrs. Koch and her aides cover
32 institutions in the St. Louis
area, and each place has been the
scene of great satisfaction for
the. volunteers.
A wheelchair patient at a
chronic hospital told her
volunteer hairdresser, "They
won't have to watch me all the
time any more. I don't want to
die now that I can look like
this."
Boating 'Hazard
SAN FRANcist67171911
One out of six drowning's- in
Ainerita results from a boating
accident, warns the National
Automobile Club.
Boating enthusiasts should
carry at least one serviceable life
preserver for each person aboard.
the club recommends, and all
children and nonswimmers
should wear a life preserver at all
times.
* * *
Coming Clean
For the Sheikh .
MADRID (UPI) - The Hisau
bathroom appliance firm has ex-
ported a complete luxury bath-
room weighing 17 tons to an MI.
identified Saudi Arabian sheikh.
TURNERS
4 Gallon
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Open Every Evening Till Midnight
For Your Shopping Convenience
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
Double Stafnps All Day Tues. & Wed.
Shop Liberty For Every Day Low
Prices.
BOLD
C
ICE MILK
2 c
GIANT SIZE
BOX
Rea. Size
Tide 30c 6
DIXIE BELLE
LB.
BOX
TEENIE WEENIE
5
303 CANS
-
No. 2,4 CANS
HUNTS 8
irifIrtf:FIL1=11111[01171111MILIISIVIIIII
WEDNESDAY — MAY 11, 1Ne 
eet Munuy, Ky,
REELFOOT SMOKED
FRESH
STEAKS
LB.
U. S. PRIME
CHUCK LB.49
MAXWELL HOUSE 
FRESH GROUND
ItbA.N 6 9H-EuRcER, 4 9
LB. 
BABY FOOD
GERBERS
STRAINED
0 Oz. Jars
JAR
CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WING6
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
LIVERS LB. 69c
LB. 59c
LB. 55c
LB. 49c
LB. 29c
LB. 10c
FRESH
GIZZARDS Lb. 39c
•
•
1
•
• 0. •4•11.1( • •
Volkswagen brings you
an exciting old idea.
• We don't expect a standing ovation.
But we do think our belated automatic trons-
mission* deserves at least a smattering of applause.
After all, it does let you drive without shifting
and stilt get up to 25 miles per got. You know
whot ravenous appetites other automatics hove.)
It does have the fewest Moving parts of any 3.
speed automatic. (You know how depressing
transmission repair bills con be.)
It does offer you the lightest, mosf compact 3-
speed automatic transmission you con buy. (You
know how an automatic con take the oomph out
of o car.) . •
And where con you find our latest triumph?
In the Volkswogen Souareback Sedan and the
Volkswogen fostbock Sedan.
Now do you feel
Iii, applauding?
Thank you,
thonk you very
much.
*Orticwol
Carrel hiswagen, Inc
Chestnut Streot Murray,Kentucky 4=ei
OLD TYME 5 Oz 
 
Pkg.
PPPPY Mix lOt
DEL M 
NA
AUK
3 Wi OAtz.
CANS
SALMON TCA ALL 69t
MISS LIBERTYpolimIthipt TA9C
CHEFS DELIGHT
MISS LIBERTY
FLOUR
REEL FOOT
LARD
BLUE PLATE
JELLY
BLEACH
PURE)(
25 Lb. Pkg. $2.39
4 LB. CRT.
4 18 Oz.
Jars
3 Qt. Bottle
39C
42c
JOHNSONS
FRANKS 12 Oz. Pkg.
SLICED
Pork Steak
SLICED PORK OR BEEF
LIVER
OLD FASHIONED
BOLOGNA
LB.
LB.
LB.
39C
59t
29C
390
DEESE SPREAD
BOXLB. 79
Fresh From Our Bakery
COCONUT
CAKES 89..
STRAWBERRIES
Home Grown
SACRAMENTO FRUJT
COCKTAIL
TEENIE WEENIE
3°3cAN5S1
Sliced Beets 5 c3xs$1
FIRST PRIZE
iaDressing ot39
50 Treasure Che-St Steii314
With This Coupon and $3.00 Or
More Purchase From Drug Rack
Void After May 27
BUTTER ME NOT
BISCUITS 29z,z.19C
ARMOURS VIENNA
Sausage
54 CANS 89coz.
CHOICE
LEMONS
HARTZ DOC,
'IMES 8
Doz.
OZ.
BOX
TWIN PET t PINK LIQUID
ckg Food 4 Ice,At 4, Of:"
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
*With This Coupon And Purchase
Of 10 Lb. Bag RED POTATOES
' Void After IkArrlor-- 
290
19t
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
With This Coupon and Purchase ,
Of 3 LBS..or more GROUND BEEF
Void After May 27
39C
•
•
•
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A Fourth Negro
On U.S. Stamp
--; MEMPHIS. Tenn. (UPI)-
--.W. C. Handy, famed "father of
e the blues," will be the fourth
$t:individual Negro honored o
.1' U.S. postage a stamp
$:honorin 
k
‘ .is. Tenn., on
Ithe city a  anniversary is
is issued on May 17.
4- The announcement of the
Handy stamp said it will bear
a portrait of the jazanum, com-
poser of -The Memphis Blues,"
"St. Louis Blues" and "Beale
Street Blues."
It will be based on a bronze
-,-,,statue of the composer in Handy
;Park in Memphis.
YP! Booker T.% ashington, famed
-,2Negro educator, broke the postal
color line in 1944) when his
-.1. likeness was depicted on a 10-
'.cent stamp of the Famous
-: American series. But from
1847, when the first U.S. post-
age stamp was issued. until
;1940. no Negroes were repre-
sented on U.S. postage stamps.
'^ Later in 1940. a crouching
1-.. figure of a Negro man appeared
'on another commemorative a-
•;long with a standing figure of
'Abraham Lincoln in a sculptural
The stamp honored the
anniversary of the 13th-4
drnent to the U.S. Condi-
tion.
It was eight more years -
1948 -- before the next Negro
d on a U.S. stamp. He
famed scientist George
ashington Carver.
In 1956. Carver again was
ored with a blue three-cent
owing his . slave cabin billjth-
ace. This commemorative
ed the centennial of his
in 1856.
Another decade passed until
rederick Douglass, also a
flornier slave, was honored on a
b5-cent stamp in 1967. The
Astarnp honoring the 19th cen-
4tury author. educator and diplo-
:mat was the first regular post-.
ge issue depicting a Negro.
Then in 1968. the head of
iii Negro '.• boy, along with the
llseads of three white youths,
*appeared on a -Support Our
'It outb" stamp honoring the
'Benevolent and Protective Order
of Elks' youth work. .
• Efforts are under way to have
a commemorative issued in
Isonor of Dr. Martin Luther King
Ii.. slain civi rights leader and .
'obel Prier winner.
Antarctica, highest of all con-
tinents, averages 8,000 feet in
elevatioir
The lowest recorded temper-
ature in Massachusetts was min-
us 34 degrees Jan. 18, 1957
VIII LEDGER & TIMER MUMILAY. KINTUCICY
Tribal Jewelry
To Figure Big
(NEW DELHI (UPI) - Indian
Tribal Jewelry may be the next
thing to hit the fashion word.
Madame Jean Pend, who
designs jewelry for the high
fashion -house of Christian Dior,
Paris, recently returned to
France after her Indian rift -
taking with her more than 100
pieces of Indian spwelry.
One of the world's leading
jewelry designers, Madame Perul
will bast her next collection of
glittering accessories on these
samples to Windt the "new"
ansP look with age-old Indiandesigns.
Invited by the Handicrafts
and Handlooms Export
Corporation of India, Madame
Peril spent her three-week stayvidting "jewel centers" much asDelhi, Jaipur and Hyderabad,making an on-the-spot study ofthe traditional patterns andworkmanship.
She also has advised the
__,40110000664144 moott."
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corporation on designs that are
suitable for export to the
fashion markets of the West.
After she heap out her original
Indian-look jewelry sets in Paris,
the corporation will product the
models in bulk and market them
under the famous Peril name.
The Spanish adventurer deli
Narvaes first explored Alabama
in 152p.
• • •
There are 69,062 private
autos in Hong Kong.
Shot-in-arm
For City Schools
INDIANA, Pa. (UPI) - In aneffort to better prepare thosewho teach in urban areas,_I ndiana University of•tennsylvania is offering a'eequence of summer school'courses in urban education.
r The program is for teechres
who have already completedtheir undergraduate work and:want specialized training inurban education.
The program will be flexible,with six of the 12 weeks devotedIto student teaching in Pittsburghat hook.Preceding the studentteachqtg experience is athree-week course in orientationto teaching in urban centers. Thecourse will be taught byinstructors currently activelyengaged in urban teaching.Following the studentteaching, the students willrevievr their experiences in athree-week course in interpretingurban teaching experiences.Program planners say theyhope to •mphanze physicalcharacteristics of thecommunity, background andaspirations of the children andspecialized teachin gcompetencies.
School officials say emphasiswill be given to tieveioping anunderstanding of the specialneeds of the disadvantaged childand how the origin of attitudesand values affects therelationship which exists
between students and teachers.
•
Too Mack Sleep?
NEE YORK (UPI) - An-
4merican Cancer Society report
said there is a greater relation-
ship of death hum strokes and
coronary heart disease and those
who sleep nine or 1() hours a
night. as opposed to seven-hour
sleepers.
• * •
Cats Must Go
.sTOCKHOLM (UPI) - A at
koing woman in a Stockholm
same() was ordered to gel rid of
34 of her 36 cats after kseall
health authorities ruled that
nooi'r than two 'cats in 's small
city flat constitute a -sanitary.'
inconvenience" for the other ten
ants
1
Easy Terms Free Delivery] 
3 DAY SALE
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY MAY 22-23-24 ...SHOP 8:00 A.M. 'TIL 8:00 P.M.
• HENREDON • ETHAN ALLEN • THOMASVILLE
• LA-Z-BOY% • DREXEL • KROEHLER
• KROEHLER • SEALY • FAIRFIELD
SLEEPER SOFAS
I lbeekli 011.• eel OW Plied
1 Alden Ileeke.'Seset Ones 
. .
1 Seem es Orem ROM
Omer Size Ohre --4 -
 129.05Early American'  
lerly American Inowie need
Mamie Trion
2 Kreebler toriy Anemia= OW
Sr Groom Boriep 
Sooty Early Amerleee Glice
&wisp Peetwepode Mode= 
Levonew Size Brown ert5.4
Fier& %ewer
Reg.
...... . . .. . . 499.95
 229.95
299.95
299.95
369.95
229.95
THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
MANY OTHER ITEMS NOT ADVERTISED!
ETHAN ALLEN BEDROOM
sob
-1/2-
129"
149"
299"
199"
229"
299"
179"
LARGE SELECTION
LA-Z-BOYS
Recliner Rockers
Specially Priced 15995
LIVING ROOM SUITES
1 Lewes. Style Rod Fier&
Slightly Soiled I
1 Blot Floral Plyierm Troditiewel
I Ideal for Dee)
1 Lome Pillow lock Olive owl
Red Flew&
I Lome Pillow Bock Geld ;torsi
I Troditiorrel Oil'.. Geld Ihelleme
Bleck Meteiseee 
2 Two-Plece Salm Teedirlseel
Nylon Cover Olive& Caleilea
Leese Mew Beck Gold Quin
SOO* SO8041
Kreobler Demi* Modern Ohre
Nylon
I Sooty Two-Pleer Vinyl Soils
299.95
329.95
349.95
349.95
329.95
369.95
399.95
269.95
369.95
1/2 p.c.
249"
199"
199"
199"
249"
1/2 p,...
179"
229"
JAMISON SWEET SLUMBER
MATI-RESS & BOX SPRING (firm)
Reg. I 59.95 - - - Now Both for '99.95
1 Ttedleiesel Mow Seek 011ve
sad Wbleo MAW 
1 Peittiaid Spoolet Weed Wee
Led Velvet J. ,‘ 
I Sherrill Spanish 011mi Grone
Crushed Velvet
I Fairfield Spaniel Weed Trios
(Hive mid GeW
I Treditiemel Block Gloire-Soft
Vinyl
1 Tradition& Leese- fIlletrileek-inile-Slielliel--
with Countroolhig OW WO
1 Feirfieid Seessish Rod se/ Sleek
Floe& Quilted
2 Tim-Piece Soiree 1os Amerlems
Meg& Trier Olive lir Colman Burlap 369.95
2 Two-Piece Suites Forty Amarieme Grid or Orme
Dewlap, Kreellier (Diecowiemed) 3 to sell 399.95
1 Krieelske Early Aimericee Plead
With Maple Trim
I Loom Pillow Treatise& Oiive
Green Flew Sempie
1 ited VOI4VO Coma/ Sod
Sole I Flew Seradel
  329.00
549.50
I. • *4  549.50
 499.50
 299.95
  .499.95
399.95
329.95
349.95
499.95
199"
3495°
3495°
39950
199"
299"
299"
249"
249"
249"
199"
2995°
CHAIRS
Famous Brands In Discontinuad
Sornplas.
1 Olive Green Velvet Seriereh
Weed Arm Choir
2 Treditionel Pliny Beck Occasion&
Owns, 04k.. mid Geld Flee&
2 Rowed Beck Tradition& Oily.
1 tcootooetwory Amine Wmg
Bock Ohre Fr Ohm
Stylas And Floor
Reg.
199.50
119.95
1,29.95
199.95
SOLID CHERRY
(Floor Semple Sold ask)
ripie-Dreeser with Mirror, Poster MI, am, es
Chest.
Reg. 894.00 soIl 1/2 Price
1 hicurtgemery chrome Anne Whig
Beck Mee Fleirel • 4 AO
2 Olive Flee& Troditionel
Leong' Choirs
1 Selig Red Herta Lome
Pillow Bock
I Olive Green Trodden&
Pillow Beck .
2 Traditional Lome. Choke
Olive Groom Wallablame
I Drown Flee& Lewes Chair . 
1 Grid Floret Bedroom Choir 
1 Felrfield Sloe Revel Whig 
6 Swinish Foirlieid . 
I Come-Beck hellos Red Velvet 
1 Mentionierr Wis. Reck It011 Pistol 
1 Silvercroft Ohre Grum Velvet
Troditionol Lerrege Choir
Reg.-
199.95
119.95
149.95
  119.91
 119.91
159.95
79.9$
129.95
109.95
109.95
149.91
199.91
1 Fairfield lad Fier& Pillow
Beck Lwow Chair    129.95
1 Silvercreft Buttoe lush
Pull Up Chat. Melee See% 199.95
1 'Holier' High-Bock Red me/
Olive Stripe  159.91
1 Feirfidel Spanish Nigh BOA 131.95
2 Gehl Crushed Vine* Pane
lock Traditional   149.95
1 time Groin Vithet
Troditiourel Swivel Recker, Flew Swamis 129.95
1 Fairfield Ohre Velvet
Pillow Beck Chair 139.93
Feirfield Geld Early A▪ mericas
Wing Orein 119.95
1/2 Pvice
1/2 Prim
1/2 Prim
1/2 Price
A Mee
1/2 Price
1/2
1/2 Price
1/2 Prier
1/2 Pries
1/2 rv.
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Pries
1/2 Price
79"
99"
1/2 Pries
1/2 Prim
½i..
Primo
LARGE SELECTION
• LAMPS • PICTURES • ACCESSORIES
50%Savings Up To 
Sele
1 Foirlield Good Velvet witli
Poiered Geld Frame 3211.115 1/2 Prise
1 Feirfieid Wing Chen. elm*
Arum, and Fr WARM ROW .,Inkti Y2 wise
-1-11eknold %tee Pell-lie
 99Oak Geld .95 1/2 Pik*
2.Poirfield Red Valve* Win. Posh.Qom.' Agree, Flow Bersiplen
2 Fairfield Rod Velvet Pell-Up
1 Lame Simi Swivel Rocket, dodo
Trim, Orsege Fr Olive Floret
149.91 1/2 gm..
121.95 1/2 Price
129.95 PA..
STANLEY TOUR NAVACO
Spanish Pecan Dining Room
• Glass Door Chine •S Coati-slick Side Chairs
• Oval Teble • 1 Cane-Beck Ann Chair
Reg. 1,020.00 Now 69995
BEDROOM SUITES
3-Pc. Solid Oeli Sweatt&Inds Deolitor,
Chest, end Bed 4 re oar -
3-Pc Sponielt Fermice Toe Drasese,
Chest, Bed Ids& ler Berl Una •
Reg.
299.95 '
. 349.95
S.'.
169"
199"
Reg. 299.00 
Hooreiden OttMerc Chem
Two Drawer, Termitic PIMA 
Hickory Block Glove Leeffier
Gioia Omens's
Drexel Spanish Secretory, -
Carved Doom Gold Interior 
Drexel Bieck Leceirm Silver
Chen, Bross Trim
Jasper Cabinet Bloo-Groos
Gloss Deer Curio
Jasper Cabin& Freincli Frisitweed
with Gold Striploo, Curly
• Nest of Three
Coirenv Emote Pecan (Disc.)
Jasper Wedgeireorl Blue Striped
it* Gold Giese Deer Secretory 
Heereden Book Table Fell" IV
Steeley Octegerrol Sporrisli
Pecos Cossabodell (1 to 'M)
Jeaper CabledraTditional Secretory,
Glees Deets wait Gold Trite
ETHAN ALLEN PINE DINING ROOM
(Floor Isisplo Sold as 1sT
Trestle Table
Bench 
2 Arm Chairs, 2 Side Chairs
Open Hutch Now
R., 925'
9950
3-Pc. Spanish Pecos Dreamer
Chest lb SW by Bement 
4-Pc. Derrish Modem Weise. Doeseet,
Meet, Bed. Hight Stand
4-Pc. Special Pecan Dresser,
Cher*, Red, Hiala Stead
-
429.95
  349.91
 445.00
3-Pc. Kteehler Spanish Pecos. Levee Tr** Ranet.
Large Door Chat. eei Sod. Firm Quilt  , 549.00
431c! SimetiirgU Oleo Finish Doneer, Ow"
Boil, Hight Sated. PIO, for Girls' teem .. . 459.45
3-Pc. Dula& Pecos Triple Dresser,
Chest, Bed (Disceetinued I tir ea/  879.95
2-Pc. Drexel Pecos
Chest, Rod   369.00
3-Pc. Solid Cherry Double Dremor,
Chest 00 Chest, Bed   329.00
4-Pc. Solid Mahogany Dream, Chew, Sod, toed
Night .Stend by 1>evis C.obesee  1,090.50
3-Pc. Solid Oak Triple Droner,
Chao ow Mow, Sol . 329.95
3-Pc. Whits Freoch Frovkleiel. Doable Deerese,
Desk, Hilt Post or ketl. Ideal for Girls' Room ... 499.10
Sale
299"
199"
249"
399"
299"
499"
1/2 Prim
199"
6995°
199"
349"
MISCELLANEOUS
14.5
Drexel Lorre Spessirlo Crodeese,
Five Dow, Heavily Carted  499.00
215.00
 599.00
549.00
125.00
269.115
299.95
129.115
2119.95
219.115 
 99.95
269.95
399"
169"
399"
449"
225"
169"
199"
89"
199"
Y2..
59"
199"
FAMOUS
SCALY POSTUREPEDIC
KING SIZE
DISCONTINUED TICK
Now 19t)95
Jew& Creamier' with
Miner, Corietry Fortieth
Drexel lingerie Chest,
'mete Dimeetismed 2
Heckman Open Curie,
with Few Poofves
Moldier.
  1119.95
C.outtery
toss.) . 219.95
Sees Sembeo
Drexel Cornitry fritote.
Cecktrill
Tee led Tebbe.
( Dheemeheuell) 
Sterile/ Joffe Green Credo...
Stswreol7litT"Ire 
Nee.
" 
Ilase,.
Ck0n•IIP"ein dimple  7, FireS11•614.Chnirs
Ethan All., Antique Grew
Dry Sink
 -139.95
490.00
  119.95
529.65
259.50
Murray, Ky. .
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1/2 Prig*
1/2 Pose
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349'5
1595°
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BACK ON WIN Kilt--The nuclear sub Guittaro is back on
the surface at Vallejo, Calif., where it sank in 34 feet of
water while undergoing final fitting. The Navy doesn't want
to talk about what caused the $50 million craft to *Mk.
• Nerve Go Wall Street
Poseelarge __Chatter
• Difficulty
By DANIBL RAPOPORT
WASERNOTON CPI - When
It was all over, Rep. Donald
Fraser, D-Minn., dropped the
scientific Amon and summa-
rised the ciare findings.
"lin Pentagon has b a•n
caught with its pants down and
knows it"
Freeer and fellow members
of a House foreign Weirs sub-
committee had just questioned
non-Pentagon witaesses in and downtrends," the analyst
Gilt of government about the
Alitirs Plans for disposing of Tenet, Paturich & Ostrau
27,000 tons of poison gas. The sees DO signs of abatement in
amount includes 12,322 tom of
a nerve ipas so potent it report-
edly takes only one-fiftieth of
a chop on the akin to liquidate
a human being in seconds.
The subcommittee, which is
officially interested In the in-
ternational implications of dum•
ping the gas at seas, was told
by the Army earlier this week:
The See was the safest and
most afar:lent way of handling
She job, that every precaution
had been taken and that the
Pentagon had "sought advice"
from a dozen other federal ag-
encies.
Talks T• Reverter
After hearing from some of
those agencies, subcommittee
Chairman Cornelius Gallagher,
0-N. J., told a reporter
"I think the flint lime they
were all in one mom together
was in this hearing room to-
Sen. Edmund S Muskie, D-
Maine, asked the secretaries of
Interior and of Health, Educe.
don and Welfare to do all they
can "to eliminate the possibil-
ity of disaster." He said nab
of leakage "must be eliminat-
ed."
"Millions of dollars have been
• spent in the development of
weapons of chemical-biological
warfare," Mumkie said. "Rut ap-
parently nothing has beat spent
ao develop safe arid effective
means of neutralizing them."
Wednesday testimony prixhic-
ad these disclosures:
Dnepr To Marine Life
The Interior Department,
• supposedly concerned with the
dangers the dumping would
pose to marine life, was not
contacted about the operation
until Friday-two days after
Rep. Richard D. I/Worthy, D-
N. Y., broke the starry,_Intar
keg qualified endorsement of
the plan the least objectionable
of Impleaant alternatives, as
owitness put it was based
I on telephone calls to some "ex-
perts" and a general review of
,e Anny's "conclualons."
The State Department, which
was supposed to decide whether
the dimosel would violate any
intemationsi treaties, first he-
ard about it on May 5 and has
not yet come to any conclu-
sion.
The Department of Transpor-
tation, charged with the safety
tweets of the train siovement
of the gas by train from ar-
senals around •the country to
Earle, N. J., flow intends to
amend its original permit to
clamp a 36-mile-anehour speed
limit on the trains and is think-
ing of setting aside an exclus-
ive route. A spokesman cited
publicity and congressional
* concern at disclosure of the
Plan-
The Army said it had "tent-
atively" planned to begin the
rail phase en May 16, a date
which Tuesday was postponed
indefinitely pending an "lode-
pendent review" bb the Nation-
al Academy of Schema.
NEW YORK OPI) - While
the current upward momentum
may carry somewhat further.
L F. Hutton observes "it is dif-
ficult nr-vistaskize another
advance coming immedisali on
top of the one we have just
emerienced." The current mar-
ket is technically strong but
not overwhelmingly so, the firm
points out. -The popular in-
Austria averages are at their
best levels of the year and the
rails and utilities ...have
halted if not reversed major
the upward momentum of the
market which "gathered streng-
th two weeks ago." Any pause
by the market at this time wo-
uld likely be a minor pullback,
the firm szYs, and would pro-
bably lead to further gains over
the coming weeks.
Shearson, ill & Co.urg
as investors to Imam iny un-
due enthusiasm" resulting from
President Nixon's talk on Viet-
nem ppice prospects. "The ach-
ievement of any significant
breakthrough 'toward Vietnam
peace still remains ahead of
us," the firm points out, and
the market at present levels
"may aoon be reaching the
point where downside vulnera-
ble trend than a further upside
potential."
Standard & Poor's notes that
peace hopes continue to over-
balance negative stock market
irdluenees, including signs of
an economic slowdown "Selec-
tive buying remains warranted,"
the firm nys.
Learning Never Stops
STILLWATER, Okla. (UPI)-
A mind honed on learning never
retires. even though official re-
tirement comes at a designated
age for some men. Dr. Oliver
S. W illham, 68, former president
of Oklahoma State University,
has re-enrolled in school. 11
is taking agriculture and home
economics dame',
*
Apncols have more than 25
known uses, including kernel oil
for perfume and soap.
* * *
Some ground squirrels spend
as much as three-fourths of their
lives sleeping underground.
ii
SOUTHERN MAYOR - Civil
rights leader Charles Evers
iabovet was elected mayor
of the little Mississippi town
of Fayette. He defeated in-
cumbent Mayor R. K.:Tur-
nip Greens" Allen to become
the first black mayor of a
deep South biracial commun.
...VW since reconstruction.
114b-
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NTRY FRES7/4
ECETAIMES
New Crop Yellow - 3-lb. bagONIONS  19.
Calif. JuicyLEMONS _ _ _ _ doz. 39.
Fresh Bed - 6-oz. bagRADISHES 
Fresh CrispyCELERY  1
Washed, Red - 10-lb. bagPOTATOES 
Monarch Diet Foodsssi-. cans
APPLE SAUCE _ 2/3
Nabisco-Ritz - lb. box
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Paper PLATES
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Chicken-BREAST
Of THIGHS .490
Smoked, Tenderized
HAM SLICES Center Cut 990
PIMENTO CHEESECHEESE
or HAM SALAD
•
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MARGARINE 3163.490Vegetable Shortening
SNOWDRIFT 3 -ct G90
crgARONI Dinner 2:0::s.3Green Giant
Green PEAS # 300 2 cans49C
COLD POWER 4, 6
Freniii DRESSING Ea PEAS
25c # 300 cans 3
•
Vietti - 15-oz.CHILI Beans _ _ _ 3/89'Northern
TISSUE CaSSOICitlIS 4 rollg. 390
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MOUSE  PRUE box 49e
Bush, White
HOMINY # 300 cans 3  
Ballard or Pillsbury
BISCUITS 11-oz. cans
Kraftti-oz.
•
•
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cantors 29o
No Bugs
SHELF PAPER 
GiirillEOAL LIGHTER _ _ _
Bush, Red Pitted
PIE CHERRIES
16-oz.
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•
490
CATSUP Hunt's 2 IL 49c
ean, Meaty
PAREJIIBS
Betty Cracker
CAKE MIX
8-oz-
cup
a.
White
Yellow 3BoxesS1
Devil Food
STOCKUP Ei'ARGA/NSFrosty Acres, Baby - 10-os.BUTTER-BEANS 
roll 
490 Frosty Acres, Whole -BABY OKRA 
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.FISH STEAKS 
Pet Ritz - 10-oz. pkg.
PIE SHELLS 
Frosty Acres, Chopped - 10-oz.
TURNIP GREENS  
Frosty Acres - 6-oz. can
LEMONADE
25r
  3 cans33 $ I
2 for 49.2 for 49.89.29.2 for 35. 10.
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7 am to inm PARKER
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all and Farewell, Helen Hayes!
ly ARMY ARCNOth
Central Press Assoetatton
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD - The First
dy of the American Theater
making one of her rare screen
mita—and probably her last.
elen Hayes told us her role in
'Airport" is the last major act-
ing effort she will take. And in
e film she plays -a stowaway.
Prior to accepting the role of
"Mrs. Ada Gammet9ett," in the
film version of Arthur Haile'
bezt-4161ex, Mlas Hayes foretold
her film finale when she an-
unced she au terminating
more than 60 years of acting
on the stage.
As for quitting the theater.
Miss Hayes told us on the "Air-
port" se "It was a ease of
emotional exhaustion. I simply
ould not endure the emotional
fatigue of eight shows a week.
There was nothing physical
about my decision. I'm still as
strong as an ox."
And she looked it - as the
tiny Miss-,Hayes bounced from
the set sidelines to her dressing
and back to the set just to
read offstage lines to Jean Se-
berg on whom the cameras were
focused. Many a less-important
actress than Miss Hayes would
have had a dialog director read
her off-stage lines, but not a
pro like Helen Hiles.
• -.4 • 11,
SHE admitted friends in the
theater ribbed her when she
accepted the "Airport" role Im-
mediately after announcing her
stage retirement.
"I simply told them I was
avoiding the bends." she laugh-
'After more than 60 years
deep in the theater, one has to
emerge slowly, like a deep-sea
diver."
Why the "Ada QUonsett"
stowaway role?
"The character caused it,"
Miss Hayes smiled, "That 'Mrs.
Quonsett' simply forced me into
the movie.. The minute I put
down Haileys novel I knew I
ted to play her. She's a
Melee Noyes es "Ada thionsset"
dyed-in-the-wool rascal and
everybody knows the world loves
a rascal"'
--Unfortunately, the film's pro-
ducer, Ross Hunter. didn't know
her feelings as he was equally
anxious to get her into the pic-
ture. "I had no idea how it
could be clone, especially after
, her retirement from the stage,"
he admitted. "So I sent a cohi
of the book to Helen's goo
friend Laura Mako, an interior
decorator in Los Angeles.-
• • •
"WHEN she mentioned Mrs.
Qtioasett' sounded like Miss
Hayes, I asked Laura to send
the book along to her." Ross'
continued. Later, I sat at a din-
ner party in Miss Mako's home
and Miss Hayes sat alongside
me. I didn't know if she'd read
the book and I was still trying
to get up enough courage to
mention It when Miss Hayes
leaned over, touched my arrn
and said:
"'Mr. Hunter. I've Just got
to play that pert.'
—Miss Hayes,' I &MK erect.
'I've just got to have you.'"
When her "Airport" role is
completed, she returns first to
her home In CUernavaca, Mex-
ico, later in the year to her
Nyack, N.Y. home.
Now 68, the diminutive dar-
ling of American drama began
her stage career at the age of
eight. For 45 years she has
been a recognized stir of the
theater, only rarely straying
into the realm of motion pic-
tures.
• • •
MISS HAYE,.' first film,
-The Sin Of Madelon Claudet."
written by her husband Charles
MacArthur, and released in
1931, won her an Academy
Award. Her last film, before
"Airport" was 1'2 years ago
when she appeared with Ingrid
Bergman and Yul Brynner in
**Anastasia."
"I now honestly yearn to be
idle," she said. "But it is most
difficult to face up to the harsh
reality of complete retirement.
Friends said it would be im-
possible for me to retire but
that's nonsense."
"Look at the Lunts—every-
one paid Alfred and Lynn were
too .much a part of the theater
,to MUre. They used to say that
after each performance the
Uinta, we re hung on hooks
Iiiickstage for the night.
"The Lunts walked away from
it and they're enjoying the lei-
sure they earned so well. Kit
Cornell. too. I see her at Mar-
tha's Vineyard and she doesn't
miss It. The thing to do is to
get to work- -practicing lazi-
ness."
Will she act again?
-Well," she twinkled, "decom-
pression sometimes takes a long
time - and I never think more
than a year ahead."
Professional Troublemaker Helps
Businessmen
S1 ft %CA SI \ .1. (( PI).
Evrrt thing ntnning too stuisolli-
!;. down at the office?' %lay lit
vou inc.-it-David Rogers. -
()at iti Rtwers is a profession-
al trotililethi. Ur 4 illirCA pro-
ducts ta " ts..fusu-ades Lilo
strife lie titres srerrb to coin -i
petititirs.
Rogers is elirecteer of '1"1•-
% ‘latiagernent t•atne at the Grail-
l
uau. ••eltool of Sale, ‘Iiii.iv..--
:tient 5 NI.irkrting. Bustii.-,.
-rxe. utite!. pia, The ‘laitagement
t;arne the as inlet oil,, .11",
Oa'. War I; drum.
"But ar pia% real dirty.'"
Solve Problems
ittiogrf?. ..1414 s• Via •lueirnis
in j reasimable situa-
tion. She brief them on the de-
['writs anti raw materials. Then
so. -land hark :11141 ,tart tilro -
log large monk.' t wrenches in
thr_grat;t”
rear ff
-The Lest 4 toes silky the
problems.• ROVIT's frport,.
"Jut a:. in real life.-
Plat ire:. dirt, evidently agrees
with stutlents.
S414-, and ‘larketing Executives-
priife.sional so-
rit.1 that operates the gra(
9t.hoo1, rxperts -U10 executive;
iii !..‘ racuse in June.
Their mission: The Came.
To pla, students arc divided
into groups -- seven men to each
trita-k runup:my. Corn 14:111
then to outdo one inother
in suiting S voinplex set of busi-
ness ohleins. •%(te threer 
,-.vears of actit itt students are
graded lit a facultv board --
plus a computer programmed to
gauge nianagement perli orris:ince.
Import Car Relatives Fight
Sales Hurt For the Ballots
Detroit
By DAVID W. CHUTE
DETROIT UPI - First it was
the German "bug" - the Yolks-
wagon - that gobbled up a gaud
share of the U. S. new car mar-
ket.
, Today the Japanese Toyote is
Detroit's growing import worry.
In the first three months of
1969, the Toyota sold 27,292 cars,
a whopping 134 per cent increase
over the same 1968 period.
Volkswagon, which consistent-
ly has sold more than 50 per
cent of the import market, con-
tinued in that role with 112,724
sales.
But that figure is nearly 27,-
000 ants leas than in the same
period last year.
Despite the decline in VW sal-
es, there is no sign that the
impetus of import car sales is
tapering off. The opposite may
be true.
Mavericks Sell Fast
It is too early to determine
whether the introduction of Fo-
rd's import-gither , the Maverick
will stem the rising tide of auto
Imports, Mavericks have beenon
the market only a few weeks, but
before they hit the scene impor-
ts were chalking up new records.
Figures for January, Februa-
ry and March showed the top
ten import cars sold220,211 units
that quarter, up slightly from
1968, a record year for foreign
makes. 
--'"Tter/Toyota has tak over sexed
place among the imports, dis-
placing General Motors' Ger-
man import, the Opel. During
March. Toyota sales topped
10,000 , making it theonly import
except Volkswagon, to hit 10,000
U. S. sales in a single month.
Doubled Its Sales
Japan's other import, Datsun,
also nearly doubled its three-
HACKENSACK, N.J. (UPI)
I'm for women's rights," says
the aster. "I'm for retaining
governmart as it is now." says
the brother.
Mn. Gloria Sinski, 33, and
her brother, Peter S. Lowe, 36,
may differ somewhat on politics
but both apee that running for
council seats i the best
expreasion of their views.
Lepers is seeking a seat on
the Hackensack Council on a
platform of retaining the present
forms of government.
His sister is campaigning 'on a
women's rights platform for a
seat in the neighboring town of
Saddle Brook.
"It was our mother who got
us interested," she said.
Lepers laughed during the -
interview and added, "Politics
are inherent in our family and
we're trying for public office -
the height of politics."
The pair's father and mother,
Mr. and Mn, Salvatore Lepers,
and their two younger children,
Albert and Florence, are helping
in both campaigns with posters
and leaflets...
"We've never played favorits
before, $o We can't eteet
said the elder Lepers.
months safes in the U. S. with
12,596 units.
Ten years ago, when Ameri-
can carmakers fought imports
by introducing the compact Fal-
cons, Corvairs, and Valients,
Imports nosedived. They did not
recover until the compacts up-
graded and alxuidoned the import
price field.
This time the story may be
different. The big three Ameri-
can car builders seem deter-
mined to stay in the fight against
low' priced imports, currently
under $2,000. It may be a long,
tough battle.
* * *
Bark cloth is a tropical tex-
tile prixiiieed frtnn the
bark of trees.
Academic Brew
NEW YORK (UP1)- Vassar,
America's first privately en-
dowed .iege for women, was
established in 1865 by Matthew
Vassar. a Poughkeepsie. N. V.,
brewer, according to researchers
at Reihniold Breweries, Inc.
 Va.
• 11 15 YOUR DECISION •
ilk
JOHN
WATSON
ASKS FOR
YOUR
CONSIDERATION
Next Tuesday You Will Elect Your Sheriff
For The Next Four Years
er-  Not only vall-you elect a man to enforce the laws ofthe county but that same man will also collect and accountfor approximately four million dollars of your4floney.
I believe my 25 years business experience qualifiesme for this office.
I believe in treating people the way I want to betreated, and if elected this will continue to be my policy.
This Is The First Time I Have Asked For
Your Support For Any Office
If you elect me as your Sheriff, the office will be
open ALL DAY every Saturday for your convenience.
If you think my qualifications - Honesty and Integ-
iity — entitle me to this office, I earnestly solicit your vote
and influence
Respectfully,
JOHN B. WATSON
WHEN YOU CALL ME . . I'LL COME
A
WEDNESDAY — MAY 21. 1969. -
SNOsstsrova? No, it's part of the sermon's first hatch of lake flies from Lake Winne-
bago at Oshkosh, Wis., by gosh. They're enough to drive a man buggy.
NOTICE TO VOTERS
In The Following Precincts
NO. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, HARRIS GROVE, CLAYTOINS CREEK,
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGHWAY SCHOOL
Amor
Be prepared to tell the Election Officer if you live in the
Graded School District or the Common School Districts
This will be necessary in order for you to vote correctly.
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* STARING THURSDAY, MAY 22ND
A SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!!
OUR ENTIRE STOCK NEC $399 to$599
BRAND NEW SAYINGS FOR SUMMER
EMBROIDERIES
It's the Fashion Fabric Buy of the Year! Imagine buying brand new Spring
broidered Serrano, Kettle Cloth, Dacron and Cot ton Batiste or Linens at this
Save from $3.00 to $5.00 on every yard!!
* Embroidered Serrano ...
* Embroidered Kettle Cloth
* Intbreidered Dames and  Cense Ilhatiste 
* Embridered Linens
* Embroidered Chiffons
* And Many, Many Others
sharp for the Fashion Fabric Buy of
from thousands of yards of
at 9:00 a.m.
the Season! Choose
finest quality embroideries at -this low, low
away price.
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• DOWN CONCORD
WAY
By Keel% inkstand
WY 13. ltie
No dbubt than ens those who
el would cioadder M. lee
one to aft down with all tbe
hounvient to de end jug ow
Ilvint
I remember a vane: "Gather
the rase buds while you may.
Old Time is redly flying. This
some men which Moans belay,
tomorrow may be dying.%
So IM meting ia the cool of
the morning jug being thank-
ful for ail the biamisip of
spring time, the leisure d
now unhurried days, the 11111111-
ones 01 the pelt, and me abo.
Sy to estior the present.
Frcrzs the Com:lord School
windows Mats the aid amine
ol the graduation proceesiooal
as the clam practices for grad-
uation. Row we leme wars and
• before present graduation elms-
• es can beamme involved.
, We look over the hill arbors
a pine grove once grew sad
sithoice with • Concord grad-
rr Perilitsoa Mitchellempenter hubeend,
Darrell, who have moved into
their beautiful new Colonial
type bine now fttdahed after a
winter of toil.
• And we are glad for another
young couple, Jackie and Ada
Beth Geurin, to happily own
the mot garage apeeemest va-
cated by the Mitchell..
We hope the Billy Brittains
who have moved into the Show
miter house, known as the Pot
tar McCuiston place, will enjoy
Concord.
Warren Patterson wise wail
.. hospitalized for a week is able
If to be back in his grooerygain.
nation Mae is maga& May
27, and Otis and I wtll miss
serving at the polls es a mem-
ber of our family is a candidate
-mid we Mat Isere Noir toist--
ed to remind someone to tole
for him.
There are some very worthy
men running for all the of-
Bees, and we wieh all of them
could be used.
But how content I am to sit
and let others rem.
Travelers' Patience
Gets Sharp Trial
CAIRO (UPI) — Travelers
maw know why a p erv.-
rag at Cairo Airpor:iw rlota of
patience.
• The influential newspaper Al
Ahram has revealed that one rea-
son it takes so long to go
through airport red tape is that
the names of many arrivals are
checked against a list of "un-
welcome" visitors. The list con-
tains 70,000 names.
• Health-Ways
EVERYTHING THAT GOES
UP MUST COME DOWN!
Everything that goes up must
come down, but not necessarily
with a bang! Records show
that of the more than one mil-
lion back injuries a year, many
are due to falls- —and an appall-
• ing number to falls from
heights.,
"It's the older folks who
don't recognize their limita-
tions," you say? The sixty or
seventy-year-old that stands on
a wobbly box to get something
off the shelf, or the guy that
climbs atop a garage roof.
Yes, careless senior citizens
are victims. But the amazing
• revelation shown by facts is
that a good majority who have
suffered back injuries from
falls have not been too old to
climb, nor have they climbed
'to high. Most accidents have
not occurred on the job either,
but rather in or near the home.
Most have been the results ot
carelessness.
O No matter how young or ex-
perienced you are about climb-
ing, your doctor of chiropractic
urges you to remember a few
important points. If the lad-
der is weak or unsteady, don't
use it. If a ladder is too short
for the job, don't use it. If
you have to reach out from a
ladder, get down and move it
into position. For safety's sake,
IA use only a sturdy, well-coh-
structed ladder; place it on
firm, level, non-slip footing.
If you don't have a ladder,
don't climb, even if the ledge
or box nearby looks like a per-
fect sulastitute.
Remember, it's not the pro-
fessional steeplejacks who have
the highest rate of falls and the
$ largest number of painful back
injuries. It's everyday people—
working in their kitchens, base-
ments, and back/m.40
Your doctor ef chiropractic
wants you to be careful. flack
injuries from falls are serious.
(LsPrici.c  trigoile61 rfacictst:)
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End
Cut
Pd CHOPS R I9C 534
KREY
Purim
DOG 50 lbs.
FOOD $4"
Checker
CANNED
DRINKS
549'
ST EN 119c
BACON 1b.69
EHERS
Van Camp
PORK
and
BEANS
***) 15t
Jumbo
Bounty
330
HUNT'S
Tomatoes
KRAFT - 18-oz.
KREY
12-oz.
No.21
can
— KEEBLER —
CHOCOLATE FUDGE 16-oz.
OATMEAL COOKIES  14-oz.
SUGAR COOKIES  14-oz.
FIG BARS  16-oz.
BROWNIES - CHOC. DROPS
3k1°°
54
DUNCAN HINES - 18-oz.
33 Cake Mix
350
Strawberry Preserves 490
EAGLE BRAND - I5-oz.
Milk
DEL MONTE
TUNA
INSTANT
DEL MONTE
SEGO
590 
can
PINEAPPLE
FRESH CORN .3. e..ars.
Chunk
# 1/2
390
3
ANGLER PINK -
Salmon 690
For
$11
ONIONS  3 lbs. 19'
CARROTS bag 10'
BANANAS  lb. HP
RED
POTATOES  10 lbs. 39*
COFFEE
CRUSHED
or SLICED
Fol.GERS
lb. can
69
Thrifty OLEOStick
35(2 1 Lb.Pkg.
Frosty Acres - 12-oz.
ORANGE JUICE _ _ _ 39*
- Frosty Acres -
FRUIT PIES
Fm. Size - Cherry, Apple, Peach
3 for 89*
— FROSTY ACRES —
CUT CORN
MIXED VEGETABLES
1/4-Lb. Bag
3 for 1.00
 •
MOONKIST UNSWEETENED
Grapefruit Juice
46calz. 2916
VAN CAMP'S
Beanie Weenies
2 cans 49't
FLAVOR-KIST
CRACKERS
1-lb. 290
KRAFT 16 ox.
SANDWICH
3&)z. /5 
SPREAD
39'
'foEMATO JUICE  441caliz. 29
GO6CHAUX
CONF. SUGAR 1:35c
PRIDE OF ILL
ASPARAGUS
ENGLISH MT.
TIDE  790 GREEN BEANS 
CHARM 4 rolls 390 IVORY 
LIQUIDINSTANT 
,. 
NESTEA 3-oz. 990 TTOTI 
ELY
AO CATSUP 20-os. 29°OHNSONSoTp:.
a --
•
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It's Sing-Sing Time Again in New Guinea!
lbg STTV1 LIMY
Written Sepecoally for Centro!
Press This Newspaper
rrs SHOW-TIME on the
weekend of -Slag-Sing" on the
Island at New Guinea deep in
the South Pacific The annual
fair, held this year in the com-
munity of Goreeta on May 18-
11, will draw 22,000 natives
from all over the island—not to
mention a couple of thousand
European visitors—to the large-
scale feast dance which blends
the modern with the traditional
in one of the least-known cor-
ners of the world.
Nothing like it is seen out-
side New Guinea.
Traditionally, Sing-Sing is a
major feast celebrating the
Launching or ending of a tribal
war. Or it can natives feel
stimulate the deities of fertil-
ity or hunting or fishing or rain
or any of the countless other
forces which supposedly rule
tribal life
It's a colorful, vividly 4.ec-
tacular event held with the
bkasing of the Australian ad-
ministration as a major factor
In bridging the stone and jet
ages for the massive and varie-
gated island
• • •
GOROKA, a mile-high town of
10,000 in New Guinea's eastern
highlands, is a riot of color ford
the event. Traditional chaflt.
of the plumed and dancing war
riors. once ferocious enemies
are now performed with laugh
ter. So are the bownuouship
contests, the races and the
sheep-dog • competitions. The
New Guinea version of a coun-
ty fair, Sing-Sing displays out-
deed cabbages and other indig-
enous produce, as well as cat-
tle and pigs.
This is a new outlook on civil-
isation for the natives of New
Guinea. When the Australian
administration patrols first en-
tered the interior. Just a few
years ago, they often met with
suspicion punctuated with a
shower of stone axes and ar-
rows_ Protocol called for retire-
ment to a safe distance while
natiently inducing th9 native
Leaders into reasonable chats.
The traditional handing over
of gifts helped. A few pigs,
knives, steel axes and salt would
usually dissuade further ani-
mosity between the Australian
patrols and the New Guinea na-
tives, and a Sing-Sing was held
to celebrate. An this less than
a generation ago. Changes have
occurred in the past 10 years
alone which would have taken
50 years, in the 19th century.
• • •
THE New Guinea version of
a country fair is a massive op-
eration, indeed. Europeans. Aus-
tralians and New Guinea na-
tives have organized into a co-
operative effort to build new
grounds, new buildings and 27
acres of excitement.
There are 100 buildings, in-
cluding a grandstand and ex-
JOHN LOWRY PARKER
Candidate For
SHERIFF
Experienced . . . Qualified
* * *
I pledge to serve aft interests oe this 
county to
the es* .t ra,y ability. You'll find me just t
he
same, before and after the election.
* *
PLEASE, TAKE THIS AS MY PERSONAL 
PLEA
FOR YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
A Sing-Sing dancer compares a
telephone with his own method
of communication—a drum
hibition hall room provided
for 25.000 plants and trees. As
many as 10.000 people from
many miles around Goroka have
worked on the project, which
Invites exhibits from across
New Guinea and Papua.
Displays include priceless art-
ifacts, as well as the animals
and produce. It is the action
which makes Sing-Sing rare in
the world. Sports run the ga-
mut from footreces to pillder
fights and tugs of war, to arch
cry contests between highland
natives and Europeans from the
Port Moresby Archery Club.
But it is the angers and dancers,
on the final day of the fete,
which give Sing-Sing so much
color.
0 • • •
DANCERS from hundreds of
different tribes and adorViR in
a thousand ways file into the
arena- a business which takes
more than an hour. There are
more than 20,000 of them,
togged out with beads, feathers,
leaves, mud, dye, fearsome-
locking spears, axes, bows and
arrows. Some have come as far
as 200 miles on foot, taking as
Nang as three weeks in crossing
treacherous jungles and moun-
tains to attend.
The cacapliony goes on for
hours -- certainly the noisiest
land most boisterous coutity fair
In the world.
In other parts of the grounds,
more formal bands entertain.
By the shade of a kunal-
thached round-house the local
police band plays medleys from
"My Fair Lady," as if to COM.
pete with the thousand tribal
'chants. E' s- brass-6
competes with a New Guinea
version -- and a surprisingly
good version, at that—of "When
the Saints Come Marching in."
, Perhaps the choice of the old
New Orleans classic is appro-
priate. Saints or sinners, the
future of New Guinea and Pa-
pua once the scene of tribal
head-hunters, among the fierc-
est, most dangerous and little-
known people in the world—
now lie in the hands of these
people.
MRS. BARIARA 'Mussel, wife of Apollo 10 command module
pilot John. has a variety of happy expressions as she talks
to newsmen at her home in Seabrook, Tex.
Happy Housewives 'Utter Ilia&
NN1STERDAN1 (UPI) - NI% YORK .(UPI) A new
Nearly 90 per cent of Dutch pn. riptio, for hardening the
housewives are happy with their m„,„ek., and redwing the waist'
lot of running a home, according
to a natienwide,poll..._ Beautiful, Inc.
Olen 111:-Set4Ir:Nzecutire
vice president of the national
anti-litter organisation. proposes
that those in favor of a more
beautiful America get their exer-
cise by taking walks to pick up
titter.
"Medical authorities agree
that walking is one of the best
missegMrcuts thsmu, evm .cal-
isthenics routine isic some
form of bending down from the
waist." Seed said. America's
high.avs and byways would be
a lot cleaner if 'litter walking"
became half the fad that jogging French and wadi forces in.
is todaii. he said. vadi/ Egypt would then be
Third World War Is On,
Egyptian Stargazer Says
Ey PIM LYNCH
CAIRO (UPI) - U you
Ilturvea't got a boinh shelter, start
dlograg -- because, according to
sine of tepee most notable
rtargasees, Third World War
eke* has begun.
Abelian El Falaki, who has
won acclaim here fur his ac-
curate forecasts of Mideast
events, says World War Ill
started early in March when
Er, ptiens and lanais started
s(mparing shells across the Sues
If you are, thinking of run-
ning, forget it. Falaki says
Wore its all over the whole
world will be involved and there
will be nowhere left to run.
More modest than. his name
suggests -- it means the genius
astrologer , the- bearded El
Falaki makes his prognoinica-
tams from a third floor walkup
gmrtnieat in the teeming Shubra
&strict of Cairo where more
than a million of Cairo's 5 mil-
lion_populatioa
His -coastihing rooms.' are
jammed with charts of the
Zodiac, plans of the Heavens
and tables of the movements
of the planets that go back for
more than 100 years.
But despite his fame E/
Falaki is no ..ob. His normal
workarg dress is a pair of blue
sail white striped pajamas and
line Is offered by Keep America/tearoom slippers. tie pays no
heed to the ancient tranie,ats
'clattering • by ou taide . -
For one Egyptian pound
(82.30) huneeds of Euptians
get their personal fortunes told
but it is in predicting shattering
world events that El Falaki has
Made his name.
Producing yellowing Cairo
newspaper clippings comzlete
will..thrt.iginal Printed.. -1,r-st
El Falaki explained how a year
before the Sues invasion of 1956
1* predicted that it would hap-
pen. that it would last for two
months and that the British
• • • fore to withdraw
I he Creek sculptors. Apollo
Iiikedere was discovered in the
last part of the 15th century.
Saw '67 War
I. 1965 he predicted the
third Middle East war would
break out in 1967 right down
to the dime. June 5. He also
predicted that Israel 'would
trounce the Arab arid.
At the beginning of this year
he predicted in a book which
hit the bookstalls in January
that the fourth Mideast war
would break out in May, es-
slating from trouble started in
t1arch and that the Arabs would
lie victorious aglinst the,,laraelis
for the first time in their 21
year-long confrontation.
- But in an interview through
an interpreter El Falaki told
this correspondent that the Mid-
east conflict would be just a
small part of a vast global con-
flict which would start in East-
ern Europe.
I told the stargazer I'd start
heading down under for
Australia, it had to be safe down
there. "No good," he said,
"Australia will be involved too."
El Falaki bases his Third.
World War prediction on 30.
year cycles of the movement
of the moon and the earth. He
claims the last "dangerous"
cycle in 1939 sparked the
second World ar. The pre-
vious cycle hpd occurred in 1909
but the world was tardy getting
the war started.
The next dangerous cycle be- it
gan in April this year and, El.
Falaki says, the Third World
War will start anytime. The
artillery bombardments which
have rocked the Suez Canal this
month were just a warmup.
If You Believe These Things Vote For
toe
CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE
L A public office Is a public trust, it belongs to
ALL the people.
L The expenditures of any public office should
be available at all times for anyone's inspection.
Respectfully,
ROGER W. JONES
'AGRICULTURE
4
EDUCATION
THE FOUR-LEGGED STOOL
of Agriculture, Industry, Recreation and Education has
made a balanced and rapid growth for Murray and Callo-
way County.
WE CANNOT AFFORD AS MUMS TO WEAKEN Olt
HINDER ANY OF THESE FOR SUPPORTS
OF OUR 6ENE141. WELFARE
• Better schools mean better men eau; women when our
f
children grow up.
• Better schools will make necessary better roads.
• Better schools will make industry want to locate here.
• Better schools will attract new homemakers to our
county.
• Better schools will make our property worth more.
• Better schools will bring citizens of Calloway County
closer together.
We Belive A Vote of YES on the Tax Question
Is A Good Investment For All!
— VOTE FOR BETTER SCHOOLS
PEOPLES' BANK
INDUSTRY
BANK of MURRAY
DEE'S BANK of NEL
5.
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g300,000 TwiSnit —Volunteer workers inspect damage to
Raymond Fellows' barn and 2-month-old car after a tornado
wracked Sinclairville, N. Y., inflicting an estimated $500,000
damage, but taking no lives.
Many Lose
„ New York
By GAY PA1JLEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK UPI - Sixteen mi-
llion persons visit New York
each year. It's anyone's guess
bow many of that number get
• lost, strayed or so confused by
the big town that they go home
saying it isn't even a nice place
to visit. Let alone live there!
Now a couple of suburban hou-
sewives have come to the aid of
both tourist and native New York-
er, some of the latter they feel
know as little about their home
town as the visitors. They've
written an 80-page "Instant Gu-
ii We" to New York, the contents
of which include everything from
"A" address finder to "Z" zip
code map. In between are clues
to such offbeat facts as where
you can get sky information Hay-
den Planetarium, listen to a re-
corded prayer simply by dialing
a number, find emergency help
If you get bitten by a bog, check
what's happening to the stock
• market via phone, and call for
help if you're depressed and
about to end it all suicide pre•
ventioo, Kings County Hospital.
But the real meat of the poc-
ket-sized "New York in Maps"
Dell lies in the quickie maps
of major arteries, airlines and
ships that serve Manhattan, a
breakdown of the borough by
neighborhoods like the antiques
district or Greenwich Village,
the bus and subway routes, hotel
names and locations and the sa-
me for restaurants, theaters,
museums, art galleries, parks
and the like.
"We've been working on this
for four years," said Jean Ge-
orge, mother of three and author
of children's books. "We got
the idea when we did a children's
guide to the New York World's
Fair."
Their cartogxlirtiler is Jean
Paul Tremblay and the maps
were prepared in cooperation
with the American Geographical
Society.
"You thing people don't know
their way around New York?,"
said Toy Lasker, mother of four.
"The first half hour of any cock-
tail party usually is spent detail-
ing how you got lost on the way
here."
Mrs. Lasker, a native of Salt
Lake City, is the wile of Federal
udge Morris Lasker and Mrs.
George, a native of Washington,
. C., is a divorcee. Both women
ye in Chappaqua, N.Y.
Oldsters Follow
Young Example
tkla. (UP!)-An
87-year-old man and 72-year-
old woman who met when his
son married her daughter were
recently married. Boston A.
Tilly and Vallie licks were dri-
ven to the courthouse by their
respective son and daughter-in-
law. The former Mrs. Hicks
has 10 children and Tilly has
eight children, the oldest 60.
* * *
Barnard College for Women
was founded in New York City
in 1889,
TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL-- COFfEE - FRUIT
A NON DAIRY PRODUCT
COFFEE
PAL
US/ iOCKING
AND
BAKING
TOO
ilk
liroir
I I
•. .• 1,0.. -
4 i I I I
. 4 •Q•lijp.
-••••m•••
— •
A PASTE1911E0 HOMOGENIZED.
PROOIJC1 FOR
COFFEE, CEREAL AND FRUIT
CONTAINS NO MILK OR MILK FAT
cool. c•slo iO,, ItTGE TA
II 1001use (*W.FI 061W('PAP 
KAI 'KM* SOOSO•All 1100•40•01••A AAr Jo.
•AIU (atireGro Mere APlO •1•,11 t Ai
so,pe false ceartrst,
16 Ft OZ (1 PINT)
Packed in Ryan new toll Lined long
life 'Artois. First at its kind in the U.S.
SAVE 10c
Reg 39c
• L IBS
VIENNAS
FRUIT
.
PIES
SAVE 10c
'Reg 79c
(Reg. 27)
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Come to the
,CARNIVAL
May 19th thru 24th
at
BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
get your
FREE TICKETS
for rides
at
COOPER & MARTIN
No Purchase require
LIBBY TOMATO
CATCHUP14-oz.
ICE CREAMreREA   4•4 69°
Ira* PARK
BREAD my 488'
LIBBY rt1111
COCKTAIL
5 (Reg. 29') 16-oz.cans $100
PEACHES
YELLOW QM
Naha so used 5 16•oe
0:111••
$100
USIIT
TOMATO JUICE 3 16agz. $1JFG
COFFEE
labg
SWIFT
PREM iuticueoN MEAT
POTTED MEAT  
112-es
— 49'
30z
Cans SIM
PRINCESS CREAM
COOKIES
29124-oz.
pkg.
5 area.con. $100
APPLE
CespautP.4.6 2("aPi° 
29c
BOUNTY
TOWELS
3 rons Ego]
:""IIIRNIP GREENS 2 L Bs. 39'cm
CUCUMBERS •19'
- - Altrallt•Mter,
OUTSTANDING GLASSWARE OFFER!
NEW EXCITING GLASSWARE, COLOR: AQUAMARINE,
SWIRL DESIGN.
THIS WEEK MAY 19th thru MAY 24th
16-ox. GLASS
With Purchase of 2
25-oz. Glasses at 19c ea.
Regular 29c Value
• or 1 —86-oz. Pitcher
At 59c
CRISCO
With Coupon and $5.00
Order or More
(Reg. 89c)
3-1b.
con
Umitt 1 Con
McCORMICK BLACK
PEPPER
With Coupon and $5.00
Order or More
(Reg.-45r)
4-oz.
box
Lindh 1 Box
S ESNING
al)  ssc
(W)thout Coupon 119c)
• Wth this coupon and $5.00 or
More Purchase
Coupon Valid thru May 24, 1969
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN or SIG STAR
limit One Coupon Per Customer
q10-WV,1 1~4110-540t5110i
REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE
VALUABli
SAVE
McCORMICK SLACK
I PEPPER . box 1
1
VV-WWWWVIO-Ve043
REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE
43/1/1Sheig Coupon 4e•el
Wth this coupon and $5.00 or
More Purchase
Coupon Valid thru May 14, 1969
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN or SIG STA.,
Limit: Ono Coupon Per Customer
WALDORF BATHROOM 2c OFF LABEL
TISSUE
With Coupon and $5.00
Order or More
(Reg. 4k)
4-roll
pkg.
100 Percent PURE
GROUND BEEF
aft9c
SMOKED JOWEL
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS
PORK
STEAK
LB.
29C
69C
59C
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
Take Home An Extra
Bunch At This Low Price Ollb.
FRESH CRISP
  lb 
10C
lortiebond
19c.
WALDORF 2c OFF BATHROOM
TISSUE
IMF
4-roll
poic
(Without Coupon 45c)
Wth this coupon and $5.00 or
More Purchase
Coupon Valid they May 24, 1969
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN or SIG STAR
Limit On Coupon Per Custotner
4iltzWWW510
FROZEN
18c
VEAL PATTIES LB. 39C
GRADE A
FRYERS
Cut Up 3 5
LB.
Rump Roast
kap Is
Sirloin Tip Roast
SEEP
Minute Steaks
EMGE
311c3edFlEt!con
Liver
50
I Lb. Pkg.
COUPON
99t
$129
$129
59C
LB. 49C
lb
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
TZ•rae 1/2-oz. BAN ROLL ON
Una, On Coupon Per Customer
Cerepors Expires Sot, /*ay 24, 1969
Redman at SIG STAR a
COOPER-MARTIN S
50
9-01
Shse
NEE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
SUN COUNTRY
COUPON
FRISFINER
AIR
Urn)) One Coupon Per Customer
Cowart Expires Sol., May 24, IMP
COOPER-MARTIN STORIES
 AS'
•
1
Congress May
Decide On
Smoking Soon
By ED ROGERS
•
WASHINGTON UPI - Congress
is getting closer to the deadline
for decisioos on health and chi-
area. smoking-but Is ondersta-
tiding the problem less.
A summation of the situation
In the wake of a new round of
hearings before the Rouse Co-
mmerce is that Congress has
about the same information it
had five years ago.
In 1964 the surgeon general
issued his much debated report
that situation show a correlk.
Uon between smoking and can-
cer deaths. Tobacco industry ex-
perts challenged the findings.
Says Same Thing
Today the surgeon general sa-
4:
TWALVI 
TVA NEWS
LETTER
The Tamessee Valley Author-
ity will bold open house oat
week at its now forestry and
fisheries research laboratory
about IS miles north of Knox-
ville, Tennessee, on U. S. 411
near Norris Dam. The new Mei-
Uty will continue lo be open
to visitors from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
dkily (except Saturday and Sim-
clays) throughout the year.
Also open for visitors will be
a newly improved system of nat-
ure and hiking trails on the 625-
THE LEDGER TIMMS — MURRAY, HENTUDIv WEDNESDAY — MAY 21. IMO
acre Norris Dam Reservation,
giving visitors an opportunity
to see and learn more about
the ant animal, bird and
plant life there. TVA has long-
range plans to develop similar
trails for nature study on its
other project reservatioos, st-
arting next with the large reser-
vation at Wilson Dam and the
Natiooal Fertiliser Development
Center at Muscle Shoals, Alaba-
ma.
The new laboratory complex
at Norris includes a visitors'
lobby with displays ag)laining
the research wort done there.
Behind It three species of large
trod are displayed in a pool.
The new laboratory serves Te-
nnessee Valley fishermen by pro-
viding better facilities for TVA's
research aa fish and the enviroo-
medal factors that affect them.
!added are steams of food hab-
its mid reproductive processes
of various Rah species, ash ides-
Moltke, age and growth, pare.
saes and disease. These studies
are coordinated with the field
work dose by TVA biokurists
In cooperation with other fish
and wildlife agencies and univ-
ersities.
Forestry research at the lab-
oratory is aimed mostly at learn-
ing how to breed, grow andtrans-
pleat mg:erica- kirdwood trees
tor Temesenee Valley forests.
This research is carried further
in a groans, that is part of
the am Isterstorv complex, and
In nearby seed orcharls.
it's a
Child's World
To help your children
make a quick and
happy adjustment in
their new surround-
ings
Call Your
Welcome Wagon Hostess
016
The ballad opera is a form of
opera peculiar to England.
•
The Lateran Treaty of 1929
made the Pope ruler of the small
state of Vatican City.
MUNN! HU (BITERS 
'An BARBARA c'ERNAN, wife of Apollo 10 Lunar Module
pilot Gene, her daughter, Teresa Dawn, and friends gaze
skyward (tow at Kennedy Space Center. Fla., and Mrs.
Faye Stafford, wife of Apollo 10 astronaut Thomas, and
their daughter, Kann. 11, talk to newsmen (lower) at the
Cernan home in Seabrook. Tex. With Mrs. Cernan are Al
Bishop and Fr Eugene Cargill.
CHARLIE ADAMS
Registered Pharmacist at Say-Rite's
new Drug Store in Bel-Air Shopping
Center,
recognizing the low, low prices Say-Rite has brough
to you on prescriptions ... we appreciate your pat-
ronage!"
gq1 0Aoppe
You're Sure to Find Gifts for
Any Occasion in Our Exclusive
Gift Shoppe!
rin natter what the occasion - graduation, ?bower,
wedding or birthday gifts - you're sure to find just
the right thing in our (lift Shoppe Only the finest
quality gift items by the most respected nausea are
featured _In addition to a wide select:boo of special
gift items. Sav-Rite also has fine lines of cosmetic.s.
jewelry and cards for men and women of all ages
We invite you to visit our out Shoppe and other
fine departosents, - we're sure you enjoy shopping
mare than ever.
- Mom and Dad! Bring the
Kiddies to See Our
Birthday Treasure Chest
Register to get the Key to the
Chest that unlocks it for prises
they'll love!!
America $ finest candies - Dutch M111 °wadies - areexclusive in this area at Say-Rite .Choose miniatures,meltaways luscious creams and other delicious va-rieties Perfect for hostess gifts entertaining or treat-IDS your faintly to annething special.
Shop Diuly 9 a.m.-9 p.m. and Sundays 1-6 p.m—at Say- Rite in Bel Air!
ye much the same thing, the Using the Federal trade Canna-
tobacco Industry experts still salon and the Federal Comment.
challenge the statement, and one cations Commission would beexasperated coogressmao, Rep.‘free to impose each restriethms
J J. Pickle, D-Tea., asked"Who of their own.
are we going to believe?" Pickle la deciding whether to restrict
after hearing one medical wit- or protect cigarette advertising
ness testify there is no "scions- Coogress also must consider
tine" evidence tbat smoking her. mosaic coesequences.
rob health, even prcmosed "In- Gov. Heel Scott of North Caro-
vesnsating the investigators." Una, the nation's biggest tobacco
But there Is little time left to producing date, told the sub.follow op Pickle's Idea of a committee that hewer and ob.
coogressional inquiry into all lameness might result from too
the various investigations hi the muck repression.
field of smoking and its possible With a complex set of issues,
effect on health. before them many congressman
June 30 Is the expiration chtte seemingly are wade to make
Of a 1965 law under which Coo- up their own milade about the
gress has, for the specific per- original proposition that smolt-
lod, preempted the control of ing endangers one's health.
cigarette advertising.
Provides Statement
The same law provided for
the statement that now appears
on every cigarette pack: "Caut-
ion: Cigarette Smoking May be
Hazardous to your Health."
If Congress fails to extend its
own controls over tobacco &dyer-
Moorish pirates operating
from the coast of North Africa
we r at their most powerful dur-
ing the 17th century.
* • *
Bright Buoy
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)
- New answers to the mysteries
of weather may be jporsible,
thanks to ea self-operating elec-
tronic ocean buoy named "Sea
Robin" now being tested near
Bennuds.
Studded with 19 different re-
cording instruments, the moored
buoy can transmit its weather
findings via satellite and by radio
to distant recording centers.
Scientists from General Elec-
tric's Missile & space division,
here believe a network of the•
buoys, spread MCKIM wide °Cele
latest could permit mjor
provements in weather forecast-
ing.
• • •
Heimdall was the god of dawn
and light in Scandinavian myth-
ology.
Apia, the bull, is a god of
ancient Egypt.
Barbell is fish of the carp
famib found in the rivers of
central and western Europe.
DISCOUNT DRUG CEITERS
Noreka
Cordless Speedshaver
Save on Spray Mists
Eznercude Falcon Mist,
L'Aimant or L'origan - ea. LS oz.
Intimate Spray Met - 2-os.
Ting Medicated Cream
Ting antiseptic medicated cream is won-
derful for relief of athlete's foot and
wabru-br martin irritiainna
Shampoo
Reg. cit7 cur
oily Brea
Shampoo helps
add softness
lustre and
roanagrablitty
to your hair.
16-0Z. SHAMPOO $1.89 Value
LAVORIS
LAVOR IS
$2.55 Value
$1.88
PRES
Variety of Graduation
Gifts All Discount Priced
Revolving Clock Radio
Wake up to muaci with this
revolving Woes, soud state
rucuo. lust light for 24
hour a clay image.
$39.95 Value
52488
. SURE TO PLEASE! -
Rechargable
Triple Header
mill sat twice
as mealy anu-
ses per charge
with Norelco. 4
Mary blii.les,
lanP tiP trim-
Jade East
After Shave
'3 value '2.44
Desenex -
Powder or
Ointment
DeeedleX powder in
Lb os. Mae or 
asmas in a os. sise is
the sewer to ails-
Isin's toot and ring-
worm Of the body.
$1.111 Value
Please Vote For
P. A. LINDSEY
CITY COUNCIL
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Baby Powder
Only Z T wantrinsa
tiny droplets of ple-
asant iLented baby
oil blended with fluf-
fy wracks at pure
talcum powder to
form an exceptional
moisture repelling
isombinst -a to keep
tnbrs sldn comfy.
ft* V66d.alue 
12
4-oz. 45e Val. __ 210
9-oz. 79e Val. __ 414
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'Calloway County High School Announces Who's Who For 1968-69 School Year
The senior class of Calloway
County High School has selected
several outstanding students to
its Who's Who.
The students selected as the
,nhiost Likely to Succeed are Rita
fr haney and Tim Morgan.
Rita is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Chaney of route
6, Murray. She is an active mem-
ber of the Elm Grove i3apt1st
Church. She has been a member
of the Pep Club, Student Council
and band during her four years
bigh Wool. Also, she has
bee II member of the Beta Club
jo which she has served as re-
Rierter and she has been a mem-
ber of the F. H. A. of which she
has served as secretary and
president. Rita was selected by
the faculty as the "Most Out-
standing Senior." She was also
selected to the Merit's Who's
Who Among American High Sch-
ool Students. She has been chosen
by the Murray Rotary Club to
,.receive their Honor Award. She
Maas also been awarded a Pres-
ident's Scholarship to Murray
.State University.
Tim Morgan is the son of LL
Col. John P. Morgan, Jr., U. S..
A. F. (ret.) and Mrs. Morgan
of Hazel route 1. Tim has
been a member of the Beta Club,
F.F.A. and president of the Pep
Club. He was voted as the "Most
d Outstanding Senior Boy." Tim
Wwas recognized with a National
Merit Commendation and plans
to attend Murray State Univer-
sity on an Alumni Association
Scholarship next fall.
Those selected as the "Most
Athletic" are Gail Furches and
Mike Ernstberger.
Gail is the seventeen year ol
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thurs-
mton Furches of route 4, Murray.
.ton has been a member of the
Student Council for three years,
the track team for four years,
the F. B. L. A. three years,
and the Pep Club four years.
She has been a cheerleader for
four years and the captain her
senior year. She was a (-lase
officer her sophomore and Junior
years. Gail was also elected Miss
.Calloway County High School.
Mike Ernstberger is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernst-
berger of route 5, Murray. He
attends the New Concord Church
of Christ. Mike has been a mem-
ber of the Pep Club, Student
Council, F.B.L.A. and F.T.A.
During his junior year he served
the F.T.A. as riasliameniarian.
He has been a member of both
A the basketball and baseball teams
"throughout high school.
Jane Shoemaker and Jackie
Cochran were selected the"Most
Talented."
Jane is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas W. Shoemaker
of Murray, route 4. She is an
active member of the First Unit-
ed Methodist Church of Murray.
She has been a member of the
0 track team, F.B.L.A., Pep Club,..
speech, and N.F.L. She has been
a member of the band and chorus
of which she was a piano acc-
ompanist. Jane also received the
first place rating for vocal solo
at the State Music Festival. She
was a participant in the Regional
drama Festival and a winner
of the Excelence Award in the
State Speech Festival at the Univ-
ersity of Kentucky.
Jackie Cochran is the son of
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Anderson of
Lynn Grove, route 1. He has been
a member of the basketball and
track teams and a participant
in the intramurals. He has been
a member of the Pep Club, F.B.-
LA and chorus. Jackie hits been
an active member in the F.F.A.
by serving as chapter sentinel
and by winning the District F. F .A.
music contest three years. He is
currently serving the annual staff
as photographer.
"Best Dressed" of the senior
class are Rickie Hopkins and
Pat Scott.
Ricki's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins of Alm
She has been a member, recre-
ational leader, treasurer, and
second vice - president of the
F.H.A. She has served the Beta
Club as reporter of the First
District Educational Association
Beta Club. She has also been a
member of the Pep Club and
Student Council. She has been
the treasurer and president of
the Student Council. Ricki has
also been a participant in the
Junior and Senior class plays.
She has been a class officer
two years. This year, Ricki was
honored on being chosen as the
Laker Basketball Queen. During
her senior year, Ricki was nom-
inated from Calloway High for
the Good Citizenship Award giv-
en by the D. A. R.
Pat Scott is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Scott of
Lynn Grove. He was a member
of the basketball and track teams
for one year. He was elected
to serve as a representative
to the Student Council. He has
been a member of the F.F.A.
and Pep Club for four years
and the F. B. L. A. for two
years. He is presently serving
on the annual staff as a typist.
Chosen as seniors with the
"Most School Spirit" are Nan-
cy Williams and Rickey Alexan-
der.
Nancy is the eighteen year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hilton Williams. She attends the
Williams Chapel Church of Ch-
rist. She has been a member
of the Pep Club and Girls Tra-
ck for four years. Nancy has
served the Pep Club as secre-
tary-treasurer of the club this
year. She has beeo a member
of the F. B. L. A. for three
years. Nancy was selected to the
Who's Who Among American Hi-
gh School Seniors.
Rickey Alexander the son of
Mr, and Mrs: Elbert 0. Alexan-
der of Murray, route six has
been awarded "Most School Sp-
irited Boy" of the senior class.
He has been a student of Callo-
way. County High School for four
years. He has been an active
member of the Pep Club and for
the past three years, Rickey
has hoed in F.B.L.A. As a fresh-
man he played basketball. Before
attending Calloway County High
School he finished eight years at
the Faxon Elementary GradeSch-
ool.
The senior class chose as
"Wittiest", Peggy Forres and
Jeffrey Gordon.
Peggy is the eighteen year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Forres of Hazel. She has been a
member of track for three years,
Pep Club for four years, and
F.B.L.A. for two years. Peggy
has also been a member of the
F.T.A., F.H.A. and chorus for
four years.
Jeffrey Gordon is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Gordon of
route Benton. Jeffrey is a
member of the Oak Grove Cum-
bqrland Presbyterian Church. He
has been a member of the Debate
team, and F.T.A. for a year.
He has also been a member of
the F.B.L.A. for three years
and the Pep Club for four years.
Chosen as seniors with the
"Best Personality" are Sheila
Kelso and Johnny Miller.
Sheila is the eighteen year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Roberts of route 5, Murray. She
has been a member of the Pep
Club for four years and the
F.B.L.A. for three years. She
served the F.H.A. for three years
as devotional leader. Sheila was
a cheerleader two years and a
member of the girls track for
two years. She has been a mem-
ber of the Student Council two
years. Sh'eiLa was chosen her
freshman year to be class favor-
ite.
Johnny Miller is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardiman Miller
of route 2, Hazel. He was a
member of the basketball and
track teams, and the Student
Council one year, Johnny has
been a member of tile F.B.L.A.
for two years, the rep Club for
four years, and the Beta Club
for three years.
The students selected as the
"Most Studious" are Wyvonne
Brooks and Kent McCuiston.
Wyvonne is the seventeen year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rafe
Brooks of route 1, Dexter. She
was a member of the F.H.A.
and chorus for one year. Wy-
vonne has also been a member
of the Pep Club for four years.
Kent McCuiston is thg son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston
of route 5, Murray. He is a
member of the New, Concord
Church of Christ. He has been
member of the Pep Club, Teen
Club, and chorus for four years.
He received a superior rating
in the vocal solo contest at Pad-
ucah and he has participated in
the Quad-State Chorus, Kent has
been an active member of the
F.F.A, by serving it as chapter
secretary and president, secre-
tary of the Purchase District
Federation, and winner of sev-
ral F.F.A. contests; He has
•een a participant of intramural
Row One (Left to right) - Wyvone Brooks, Pat Scott, Cathy
Johnson, Jackie Cochran, Sheila /Kelso. Row Two - Tfm
Morgan, Danny Ross, Melissa Trees, Nancy Williams,
Johnny Miller. Row Three - Peggy Forres, Jeffrey
Gordon, Duane Adams, Jane Shoemaker, Ricky Alexan-
der. Row Four - Mike Ernstberger, Ricitie Hopkins, Tim
Scrawl), Rita Chaney, Susan Young. Row FiveiGail Fur-
ches, Kent McCuiston.
basketball games. He has been a
member, parliamentarian, vice-
president, and Beta Boy of the
Beta Club. Kent was a member
of both the junior and senior
play casts, and the N.F.L. He
won the Courier Journal
Cont
earral 
was runner-up in the
State arm Bureau King Con-
test. Kent has recently been ch-
osen to the Who's Who Among
American High School Students.
Elected as the "Best Looking"
seniors are Cathy Johnston and
Duane Adams.
Cathy is the eighteen year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Johnston of Farmer Avenue, Mu-
rray. She has been a member
of the Beta Club and F.H.A. for
three years. She has also been
a member of the Pep Club an
chorus. In her sophomore year,
she was chosen as a basketball
attendant. Cathy was elected var-
sity cheerleader her Junior year.
She is currently serving as re-
porter of her senior class.
Duane Adams is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward K. Adams of
Murray. He is a member of the
Kirksey Church of Christ. Duane
has been a member of the F.B.-
L.A. , Pep Club, and F.F.A. He
was a member of the basketball
team one year, the baseball team
two years, and the track team
two years. This year Duane part-
icipated in the Senior Play.
Melissa Trees and Tim Scru-
ggs were selected as the "Most
Polite."
Melissa is the seventeen year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. (Jackie) Trees of Kirksey.
She has been a member of the
Beta Club three years and the
Pep Club four years. She has
been an active F.B.L.A. member
two years and has served her
chapter as reporter, treasurer
and Miss F.B.L.A. She has also
been a leader in the bandby being
reporter and president. Melissa
nas oeen a member of the chorus
and a member of the Freshman
cheerleading squad. Some honors
Melissa has received include the
typing award, a member of the
Merit's Who's Who among Amer-
ican High School Students and
the National High School Award
for Excellence
Tim Scruggs is the son of Mr,
and Mrs. Thomas Scruggs of
Hazel. He has been a member
of the basketball and track teams,
the F.F.A., the F.B.L.A., and
Pep Club. He participated in
the intrarnurals for three years.
Tim was elected to the '69 annual
staff as a typist.
The seniors selected as the
"Most Popular" are Susan Young
and Danny Ross.
Susan's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Young of route 2,
Kirksey. SUsan was elected as a
freshman cheerleader. She has
been a member of the Pep Club,
Beta Club, and Student Council.
Susan has also been a member
and secretary of the F.B.L.A.
She was elected by the seniors
to serve as Laker editor. swan
was selected by the faculty as
the "Most Outstanding Senior
Girl."
Danny Ross is the son of Mr.
(Continued on Page 14)
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SHORT JUMPSUIT and coat crisped with dotted lace ruf-
fles and ribbon beading have fresh look in Summer weather.
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
" A WOMAN needs the kind
1-"t of at home wear that
males her feel pretty and
feminine." says Odette Barsa
It's the kind of at home
_wIllf__IIMe...lea4SIA4pgislar of
loanga and dream saver stars
her Summer collection.
...Styles are deliciously ro-
mantic yet delightfully prac-
tical. There's nothing too elab-
orate or too extreme. Trends
are interpreted in drip dry
fabrics that have a deceptive-
ly fragile look but are de-
signed to take tight kitchen
duty for Itie_re—are_110..tuinging
sleeves or trailing trimmings
to get in the way.
One of Mrs. Barsa's most
exciting styles is the poncho.
She does it as a marvelous
mini and also as a short
waist-length style that slips
on over a jumpsuit
Her pajamas are for sleep-
ing and for lounging They in-
clude jumpsuits and two-piece
numbers with pant widths-
ranging from bell bottom to
ankle-hugger There are shor-
ties, too, in a group she calls
-Young Victorians" that are
trimmed with dainty laces and
ribbon beading
"The young generation has
had a strong impact on fash-
ion!' Mrs. Barsa said. "They
have made women think and
look younger. This has influ-
enced me to create younger
looking things but they
are designs with an ageless
quality that even the older
woman can wear comforta-
bly."
ROSEIS&I) PRINTED peignoir and town in pink and green
are sweetened with green velvet ribbon beading and ruffles.
Frilly, Feminine
egf And Drip-Dry, Too!
CUT FREE AND FLARliNG. Odette Barsa's poncho of
drip-dry lace is a lounge-about to wear at home or beach.
PIFIFTFY YOUNG FASHION in pajamas by Odette Barsa
alternates Val lace ruffles with embroidery on pants, top.
Calloway
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and Mrs. James Koss of route
6, Murray. He has been a member
of the basketball and track teams,
Pep Club, F.B.L.A., and Student
Council. He has served as soph-
omore class vice-president class
favorite, junior class president
and class favorite, and is curren-
tly serving as senior class presi-
dent. He has served as vice-pres-
ident of the Pep Club. He was
elected by the student body of
Calloway to the honor of Mr.
Calloway County High. Danny was
elected to the Who's Who in
American High Schools.
PORTAS-PROISER- 'WM wnAon
above , former Texas attor-
ney general and now chief of
thi‘ Justice Department's
Criminal Division, is in
charge of the check into re-
lationship of Supreme Court
Associate Justice Abe Forths
and the fee from the Wolf-
son family foundation.
HAJWARD PRESIDENT Nathan
M. Pusey is shown in Wash-
ington at a House subcom-
mittee hearing on college
aid, where he pleaded with
the lawmakers not to penal-
ize federally-aided colleges.
wracked by student unrest.
To do so would serve the
cause of radicals whose only
Ann is destruction, he said.
If bacon develops a Sight.
mold while in the refrigerator,
wipe it with a clean cloth
dabbed in vinegar.
5**
To eliminate bathtub' ring
that occurs in hard water, pour a
little household detergent into
the tub before pulling the plug.
Then swish the water around to
loosen grime.
WEDNESDAY — MAY 21, 190
RESCUE ON HAMBURGER HILL--A wounded American soldier is rushed toward an evacu-ation helicopter as members of the 101st Airborne Division try to take bloody, bomb-scarred Hamburger Hill from North Vietnamese forces in A Shau Valley, South Vietnam.
Hyphenated
Airports Are
On The Rise
BY DICK WEST
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Au
line timetables already list a
sizable nuMber of, hyphenated
—airports on their routes. '
There are, for instance, the
Buffalo-Niagara Falls Airport
in New York, the Lexington
Frankfurt Airport in Kentucky,
the Newport News • Hampton-
Williamsburg Airport in Virgi-
nia and the Philipsburg • Clear-
field - Bellefonte - State College
Airport in Pennsylvania.
With the age of the jumbo
supersonic jet now dawning a-
long with the age of Aquarius,
it appears certain that hyphen-
ated airports serving two
more cities will proliferate.
Trend Inevitable
The inevitabilty of this tren
may be seen in the fact that as
the speed and size of the planes
increase, so does the length of
the airport runways.
Runways long enough to han-
dl the airliners of the future
will necessarily extend all the
way to another city.
Even now, I'll wager, some-
one at the Federal Aviatio
Agency is at work on plans for
the Washington-Baltimore -
Philadelphia - New York Air-
port. It will have a 210-mile
runway.
Planes carrying 5,280 passen-
gers and 112 crew members
will take off from the Wash-
ington - Baltimore • Philadel-
phia - New York Airport at
9:30 a.m. and reach the Los
Angeles San Francisco Airport
at 9:45 a.m.
Bear in mind, however, that
this 10-minute interval is only
the flying time. It will take the
planes one hour and 32 minutes
to get up enough speed to take
off and 48 minutes to come to
a stop after they land.
If Steckel) Happens
And if there happens to be a
stackup at the Los Angeles-San
 Francisco Airport, they will
have to circle the earth three
times before getting clearance
to land.
The main problem associated
with hyphenated airports of the
future undoubtedly wW be
where to locate the terminals.
Let _us say that the terminal
for the Washington - Baltimore.
Philadelphia - New York Airport
is located at Philadelphia. Af-
ter the passengers had board-
ed, the plane would taxi to
Washington, bead back down
thet runway and become air-
borne somewhere in the vicin-
ity of New York.
If the Los Angeles - San
Francisco Airport terminal
were situated at San Francisco,
the plane would touch down at
San Francisco, come to a stop
at Los Angeles and then taxi
back to San Francisco.
One solution might be a sys-
tem of connecting airports, the
way we now have connectin
flights. The New York - Chica-
go Airport, for example, might
connect with the Chicago - San
Francisco Airport.
Just think, it may one day be
possible to fly from coast to
coast without ever leaving the
ground.
HOUSEHOLD
HINTS
By United Press International
Make butcher-type aprons of
vinyl. These are useful in the
kitchen or as practical protectors
in the school lab or home
economies classes. Wash spills .
with soap. and water.
* * *
Next time roasted or broned
chicken is on the menu, brush
the bird or parts with melted 
C.
butter or margarine to which
you've added juice of half a
lemon. The juice is a tenderizer
as well as flavoring agent.
—
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FOR SALE
This Beautiful Tri-Level Green Brick
Home On S. Doran Road
• 4 Bedrooms
• Carpet Throughout
• Central Heat and Air
• Ceramic Tile Baths
Ready for Immediate. Occupancy
Contact . . .
WALDROP
Real Estate Agency
206 South 4th Street
ite 753-5646 or 753-1390
A CANDIDATE FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE SHOULD
Have A Record Of Participating In Calloway County Affairs
Bob Miller Has Been Active In Calloway County
CALLOWAY COUNTY MAN OF YEAR, 1962 - CHAIRMAN HOSPITAL BOARD - PRESIDENT, YOUNG BUSINESS MEN'S CLUB - PRESIDENT,THOROBRED CLUB - DIRECTOR, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - FUND CHAIRMAN, UNITED FUND - '69 FUND CHAIRMAN, RED CROSS -P.T.A. ACTIVITIES - POLIO CHAIRMAN - CUB MASTER - VETERAN OVERSEAS DUTY - CALLOWAY DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN FORSTEVENSON-BARKLEY . . .
DOES YOUR CANDIDATE HAVE A RECORD OF PARTICIPATION?
Thin poilEcsi adverttsement prepared arid paid for by friends of Bob Miller
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FOR SALE
1968 MOBILE HONE, (14'
3 bedrooms, like new. Priced
remonaide. Call 75118481.
M-22-C
TALI SOIL away the Blue
Loin way from carpets and
Midoistery. Rent electric sham-
heft $1. Big K. M-34-C
STRAWBERRIES on University
ham. Pubic may bring contain-
ers and pick at 260 Mart- Open
Mondays, Wednesdays iond Fri-
d 6:00 a. in. to 5:00 p.
M-11-C
A FEW wased pigs for mak-
ing men how Pbone 753-2707.
M-21-C
USED Westinghouse range.
fof 1721 Kagnaloux1, PRIMO 753-7722.
M-2.1-P
1860 COLT 44 Percussion re-
salver, $165.00; Starr Colt oopy
(illidiattan) 38 caliber Percus-
sion, $150.00; 1840 R. P. Bruff
Derringer, 41 caliber, $226.00.
1961 MGA-restored, $1,150.00
invaded, selling for $1/25.00.
Call 753-8585 after 5:00 p. in.
M-21-P
12 WEANING pigs. Phone 753-
6533. M-21-C
NEW DUPLEX, by owner. Good
investment, live in one side
asid-rent the other. Nest-rof•
lege. Phone 753-8826. M-11-C
HONDA 160 Scrambler. See at
1009 Sharpe St., or all 753-
3216. M-22-P
SEARS REFRIGERATOR, 9
months old; iuotique bed, dress-
er, sofa, chairs, much more.
Phone 753-8648. M-22-C
FOR SALE
Used & Reconditioned
Am
COMPRESSORS
Also New
McCuiston
Auto Electric
New Oeseerd Road
Pb... 753-2175
TAKE UP payments on .Spinet
piano. $17.70 per mont h.
Leach's Music & T. V., Phone
753-7575. M-26-C
BRAND NEW deer rifle, Marlin
lever action, .35 caliber. Reason-
ably priced. Phone 435-5442.
June-2-P
CRUSHED STONE for your
driveways and septic tanks. Al-
so mammary sand. Clifford Gar-
rison 753-5429 after 4:00 p.
M-22-P
ci LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
in nice cabinet. Fully automatic.
Makes all fancy designs, plus
sews on buttons, makes button
holes, blind hems, over casts
and monograms, all without at-
tachments. 10 year guarantee.
Assume monthly payments of
0.00 each or pay full balance of
$52.96. For free home trial all
Paducah 442-8805 collect. M-26-C
FOR WIT
OFFICE SPACE available J
1st, 600 square feet, street
vel, air-conditioned, off
private parking with office.
utilities furnished. National
tel Building Sixth and
$65.00. Call 753-5992 or see
F. Kirk at Diuguid Furniture
M41
TWO-BEDROOM apartment.
conditioner, carpets, el
kitchen, carport. Call 753-45
THE
NOTN31
LEDGER • TIMES
NIL, WANTID
ELECTROLUX SALES do Ser-
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky, C.
M. Sanders. Phone 186-3176,
14Ynneille, El• June-SC
REV. ROBERT Dorontich, form-1
erly with the United Pentecost-
al Church, is now the Pastor
o/ Apostolic Christian Temple,
309 South 5th Street. (Farm
Bureau Building). We are still
making peanut brittle. Phone
753-7146 for free delivery.
1I-22-C
BAILEY PUMP k Supply, 1303
Chestnut announces that they
are going out of business ef-
fective June 1, 1989. All mer-
chandise drastically reduced.
CITY OF MURRAY busin
privilege and vehicle licenses
are due. May 31st is the last
day to purchase your license
without penalty. A 10% pen-
sky will be added June 1st.
M-20-
FOUR-BEDROOM brick house
2 baths, air-conditioned. Avail
able June 1. Phone 751-14
or 753-2854. bi-
FOUR NEW 2-bedroom,
eted, apartments, with
erator and store._ air-condi
ed. Couplear-er-Vnehere
1515 Sycamore sr eall
after 5:00 p. m.
NICE FURNISHED
for 4 college boys. Phone
5108 after 4:00 p. in. M
FOR RENT for summer,
furnished apartment, carpe
utilities furnished. Couples p
ferred, $75.00 per month. For
appointment to see, call 753-
3001 or 474-2280. M-22-C
TWO-ROOM apartment, unfurn-
ished. Lights, water and tele-
phone furnished, $25-00. Three
rooms, $35.00. Middle age cou-
ple or lady preferred. 753-6173.
M-22-C
UNFURASHED 2-bedroom a-
partment in Murray. Phone
Reedland 808-3583 collect.
WANTED, someone to redeem
1969 twin-needle Zig-Zag au-
tomatic sewing machine in cabi-
net. Pay balance due of $39.95
cash or $2.00 weekly on easy
terms. 20 year guarantee. No
attachments needed to make
button holes, blind hems, over-
casts seams, monograms, em-
broidery, appliques and makes
ID fancy designs. To see and sew
on this machine, call for free
home trial, Paducah 442-8606
Collect 21-26-C
ANTIQUE green bedroom
suite. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-7951. M-22-C
GIBSON Amplifier, National
cash register. Registered Col-
lie dog. Gerrard turntable. 4-
drawer file cabinet. Call 753-
l47 after 5:00 p. m. M-23-C
CARPET SALE. Good 100%
Nylon Pile Carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.
and up to $3.95 sq. yd. while it
lasts. Peeshall's Discount House,
Hazel, Eg. Phone 492-9713._
M-23-P
ALL DIMENSIONS of lumber,
, slabs and sawdust. Also will
buy standing timber. Murray
• Sawmill and Lumber Co. Rail-
mile on East Highway. M-23-C
• •
STAFtCRAFT Camper, 1988 mo-
del. Used only three times. Will
sell cheap Can be seen at 1302
Kirkwood or all 753-8200.
M-23-P
POSITION OPEN
For mature Young
man or woman
in the
Advertising
Department
of the
Ledger & Times
Call In Person
at the office at
103 North Fourth Street
M17-11
ONE BLOCK from campus. One
bedroom furnished apartment
with central air and heat. Pri-
vate entrance. Available for
rummer semester. 811 North
18th Street. M-22-C
ROOM FOR 4 college girls for
summer and fall semester. Re-
frigerator and cooking privil-
eges. Air-conditioning with elec-
tric kitchen. Private entrance.
1803 College Farm Road. Phone
753-2377. M-22-C
FURNISHED apartment for boys
or couple for summer semester.
Available June 10. Also 4 sleep-
ing rooms for boys with cook-
ing privileges. Available for
summer and tall semesters.
Available June 10. 753-6546.
M-22-C
ROOMS FOR boys. Private en-
trance with kitchen, 1008
Sharpe. Phone 753-6638. M-26-C
FURNISHED apartment with 2
bedrooms, kitchen and den, air-
conditioned and carpeted.
Available June 8. Married cou-
ple only. May be seen at Kelly's
Pest Control, 100 South 13th.
M-23-C
10' WIDE, 5T LONG, 3-bedroom
trailer, P4 baths. Available
June 5. Couples only. Phone
753-2930 after 4:00 p.
M-23-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
THREE-BEDROOM brick, 2
baths, living and dining room
carpeted, newly decorated. Cen-
trally located for elementary
high school and MSU. Will
shown by appointment only.
Write Box 32-U, c/o Ledger &
Times. TFC
SIX ACRES., good 3-bedroom
house in Kirksey on blacktop.
0111 Benton 527-7230. 21-21-P
TWO-BEDROOM house. Approx-
imately 500 ft. frontage on
blacktop. Possession with deed.
Phone 753-2293. 21-21-P
WANTED TO RIIKT
WANTED: One or twokedroola,
enhrniihed house out of City
limits on paved road. Must ban
running water and bath. Rost
reasonable. Phone 753-1916
fore 5:00 p. in., and ask for
Mary. WPM
WANTED to rent by July 1st.,
small unfurnished apartment
with private entrance, for lo-
cal permanent single man. Ref-
erences furnished. Call 753-7575
before 5:30 p. m. 21-24-C
WANTED: Small furnished
house or large furnished apart-
ment, for couple. Phone 753-
8111. M-23-C
PLAYING THURSDAY, Friday,
and Saturday nights at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre It's
"Blood Feast" and "Color Me
Blood Red". 21-23-C
EELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
bearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
WANTED: someone to grow
1% acres of dart fired tobacco
In the Kirirsey community.
Good barn which could acco-
modate twice this amount.
Ground has already been broke
and fertilized. If interested, call
Lee Bolen 489-3741. M-27-C
••gr
- MURRAY,
RETAIL STORE has opening
for odes personnel, male and
female. Apply in own hand-
writing giving age, education,
experience and marital status
and 2 references. Apply care
of Box 21134-A, Murray, Ky.
TFC
WANTED: Lubrication and
clean up man. Apply in person
to the service manager at Sand-
ers & Purclom Motor Sales,
1408 Main. 21-21-C
BABY SITTER WANTED ,or 2
hours every Wednesday eight
while we do our family's week-
ly washing at the brightly light-
ed Boone Coin Laundry, 1308
Main Street, Murray. Two hours
does my entire wash because
Boone's has. 42 washers for me
to use and 18 dryers for my
husband. Open 365 clays a year
'111 10:00 p. in. M-21-C
WANTED: Salesman full or
part time to esablish own Cred-
it Brokerage business. No in-
vestment. To help get started
we guarantee $150 weekly to
man meeting our requirements.
Age no barrier. Write: Man-
ager, Box 700 Painesville, Ohio
44077. 21-21-P
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals for furnish-
ing all labor, materials, equip-
ment and services for construc-
tion of an Addition to the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hoapital,
Murray, Kentucky, will be re-
ceived until 2 P. M., C. D. T.
June 3, 1989, in the City Hall,
Council Room, at Murray, at
which time all bids will be pub-
licly opened and read aloud.
Work consists of a two-story
addition, remodeling of po
of existing building,
0 
sate
en wand related OG an
services. Proposals are invited
for complete construction in
eluding General Construction
Plumbing, Mechanical and Elec-
trical Work.
Plans and Specifications may
be examined at the F. W. Dodge
Corporation offices In Lexing-
ton, Louisville, Kentucky; Nash-
ville and Memphis, Tennessee.
Documents will be available
for examination thru SCAN, a
service of F. W. Dodge/Phot-
ronix, P. 0. Box 28221, Indian-
apolis, Indiana 46213.
Copies of the Contract Docu-
ments may be obtained by de-
positing Seventy Dollars ($70.-
00) with Watkins, Burrows and
Associates, 446 East High
Street, Lexington Kentucky, for
each full set. Deposit will be
refunded upon return of each
complete set of documents in
good condition !within 10 days
after bid opening. Not more
than four (4) full sets of docu-
ments Will be furnished to each
prime bidder. Not more than
one (1) full set will be furnish-
ed to each sub bidder for me-
chanical and electrical work.
Partial documents will be fur-
nished to any bidder at a non-
refundable charge of one dol-
lar ($1.00) per sheet for draw-
ings and ten cents (10e) per
page for specifications.
Bid bond in an amount equal
to five percent (5%) of the bid
shall be submitted with each
proposal. Performance and
Payment Bonds of one hundred
percent (100%) of the contract
price are required. Bids must
be good for 60 - days follow-
ing the opening of bids. Rev
enue bonds must be sold before
contract is awarded.
The City of Murray, Ken-
tucky and the County of Callo-
way, Kentucky reserves the
right to reject any or all bids,
waive informalities and negot-
iate certain items with the ap-
parent qualified best bidder.
THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
THE COUNTY OF CALLO-
WAY, KENTUCKY
By: J. Field Montgomery,
Jr., Administrator
THE MURRAY - CALLO-
WAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
21-14-21-28,
SERVICES OFFERED
PRACTICAL NURSE, excellent
references. Day or night pri-
vate duty, home, hospital or
nursing home. Mary Gibson,
492-8829. M-213-P
WOULD LIKE to teach begin"-
ning baton twirlers. If interest-
ed call 753-6607. 21-22-P
.44iP 
HACKNEY Pony Stud seryice,
$15.00. Phone 753-1348. M-23-C
BUSH-HOGGING. By hour or
acre. If interested, call Lee Bo-
len 489-3741. 21-27-C
 I 36-HOURS? THE E5ROT1-iERHOODWON'T LET 'IOU LIVE_ THE NEXT
5 M I NUTzs ft
91381ii@
0
./11/1.1
by Al Capp
ATTENTION LADIES' Earn ur
to $500.00 for surnmes vaca
tion. Call 753-3056 from 4:0(
to 6:00 p. m. 21-27-C
AVON CALLING! Increased de
man d and newly created tern
tories call for more Represent-
atives! Serve customers in ter-
ritory of your own. Act at once!
For interview in your home,
write or call: Mrs. Evelyn L.
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064. Phone 965-3363.
WM-22-C
INTUCKY
AUTOS FOR SALE
1964 CHEVROLET Super Sport,
4-speed, 327 engine. Posi-trac-
tion. Exceptionally clean. Call
753-8120. M-24-P
1963 CHEVROLET 2-door se-
dan. Chrome rims, good tires,
radio, $3,1900 cash. Phone 753-
6502. M-22-C
1961 CADILLAC Fleetwood
All power and air, 30,000 miles.
Phone 436-2323. 21-22-C
1957 CHEVROLET Bel Air.
Blue and white. 2-door, V-8.
Reasonable. Phone 762-2459.
M-22-C
1968 OPEL Kadett station wa-
gon, 14,000 miles, 4 year war-
ranty. Phone 753-3321;after
5:00 p. in. 753-6346. M-22-C
1966 FORD Fairlane 500 sta-
tion wagon. 1964 Volkswagen,
station wagon. 1964 Volkswag-
en sedan. 753-1497 after 5:00
p. m. M-23-C
1959 CHEVROLET station wa-
gon, $150.00. Phone 753-6392
M-23-C
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Used chest of draw
era, good condition, reasonably
priced. Phone 753-1918 and ask
for Mary, before 5:00 p.
TFNC
WANTED, wrecked Volkswag-
en sedan, post 1961 model
Phone 492-8403. M-23-P
When fireplace cleaning time
comes around, sweep or vacuum
out loose dirt. Then make a
thick mixture of soap or
detergent, pumice, a touch of
ammonia, and hot water.
"Paint" sides of fireplace with
this mixture, let dry, and remoVe
it with a wet scrub brush. Presto
- a clean background for greens,
birch logs, or a favorite floral
arrangement.
RESOLUTION
RESOLVED: That the quality
of public education in Murray
and Calloway County has al-
ways been and will continue to
be one of the prime concerns
of the Murray Woman's Club, as
evidenced in the following
ways:
1. Many club projects have
been concerned with en-
couraging and supporting
young people by the a-
warding of scholarships,
by presenting opportuni-
ties to participate in cre-
ative contests, and by re-
cognition of achievement.
2. Other club projects have
sought to improve the
health of students by the
testing of vision, hearing,
and recently the kidney
screening project.
3. The club has responded to
the need for a more ex-
tended school program by
including kindergarten in-
struction, assistance in the
Special Education Class,
financial aid to Head Start,
and help in the Tutoring
Service
WEDNESDAY - MAY 21, 1969 
COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of High-
ways, at its office, Frankfort,
Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M.
Eastern Daylight Time on the
29th day of May, 1969, at which
time bids will be publicly open-
ed and read for the improve-
ment of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP
11143; The Murray-New Coo-
cord-Tennessee State Line (KY
121) Road from S. C. L. of Mur-
ray extending southeasterly, a
distance of 7.000 miles. Bitu-
minous Concrete Surface Class
Bid proposals for all projects
will be available until 12:00
NOON SASTIERN DAYLIGHT
TIME on the day preceding the
bid opening at the Office of
Contract Services at a cost of
$2 each. Bid proposals are is-
sued only to prequalthed con-
tractors, except on projects
upon which the prequalifica-
tion requirements have been
waived. Remittance payable to
the State Treasurer of Ken-
tucky must anompany request
for proposals.
M-14-21-C
THEREFORE, the Murray
Woman's Club commends the
Calloway County School Board,
the Murray City School Board,
the administrators, and all in
terested citizens for their ef-
forts in achieving a proposed
merger of the two school sy-
stems and for their dedication
to improving the quality of ed-
uc.ation in this area. Further-
more, the club, whose member-
ship is composed of both county
and city residents, supports the
tax increase which is being ask-
ed by the School Systems to
achieve this merger, and urges
all citizens who are eligible to
vote in the May 27 county ref-
erendum to consider the issue
carefully and to cast their bal-
lot in favor of this tax increase.
ITC
Oklahoma was part of the
vast Louisiana Purchase the
United States made from France
in 1803.
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Peanuts®
Talrnallil(HE JUST SITS
-THERE STARINGii INTO SPACE..
11
I'VE NEVER SEEN ANYONE
50 DEPRESSED..
I THOUGHT THE WORM SANDWICH
WOULD CHEER HIM UP ..
by Charles M. Schulz
...OR AT LEAST THE
CHOCOLATE WORM MALT!
.73
Nancy
THIS HOT
WEATHER
MAKES ME
REEL SO
LAZY
Abbie 'N Slats
11111•111Firr
by Ernie Busluniller
I GUESS
LAZY IN THIS
EVERYONE IS
WEATHER
aus.q.t,LLER
WELL, THERE I WAS, OREAMINP
I WAS SETTiN' DOWN TER
DINNER _WHEN I HEARS
THIS RAPPINC ON MY
  DOOR
"
YES! YES 1! GO ON, COMRADE
GROGGINSKY ! WHO WAS
RA PPt NG ON YOuR DOOR"?
THIS COULD
HAVE DEEP
INTERNATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS,
COMRADES"
Lil' Abner
IT'S ALL IN Nil/ HEAD,
CH 1 EF.r.• ID/LRY WORD
OF THE 14-HOUR (-
RILCITATION ---'
THE IMPLICATIONS
IT HAS, PALS-IS Ti-iAT
IF I DON'T UNLATCH
THE DOOR QUICK,
THE SE TOMATOES
ARE WIN' TER
BREAK IT DOWN!
by R. Van Buren
THE VEGETABLES
I'M REFERRIN'
TER HAD LONG
LEGS, AND &JILTS
THAT WOULD
MAKE A
STRONG MAN
CRY
-MEANING WE'VE
GOT 5 MINUTES TO
GET AWAY FROM
VOL)
••••••
S I
•
4
espnew-A puppy, orphaned by war, finds a home
in back pocket of U.S. Marine at Dong Ha, South Vietnam.
T/11 LEDGER Ss rims& — NUILI•Y, KENTUCKY
SEEN I HEARD . . .
geseissed Peens Pass One)
near the national average of
NM per student per year. Some
of our good schools spend less.
Money from foundation grants
has made their success passible.
& Dees your school prepare all
of its students for the future—
eir Jug the college-bound?
There should be high quality
facilities for vocational and
commercial students as well as
those taking academic courses.
4. Is your school's counseling
iNgens adequate? There should
be • full-time guidance counse-
lor for every 300 high-school
students to help them find the
right courses and apply to the
proper colleges.
& Is the library adequate? The
library should be open to the
youngsters throughout the
school day. In a school with
mere than 1,000 students there
&odd be at least 10 books for
every Youngster. Schools with
fewer students should have
from 6,000 to 10,000 books.
Is year school introducing
any of the innovetions (flexible
scheduling, independent study,
resource centers, etc.) mention-
-ed in our article — or are they
at least considering them?
Daniel Mendota of England
won recognition as heavyweight
champion in 1787 to become
the fat jewidi boxing title-
holder.
Briton Jack Broughton,
heavyweight champion from
1729-50, is called the father of
boxing for drawing up the first
set of rules.
ROGER W. JONES
1111114111111 'RUM ENING& DO Toy?
1. I believe that tin County Judge should be
able to disems the county's business in a
give-and-take manner. He should never be
abualve.
2. I believe all county Officials should be sober
and upright In all affairs, thereby gaining the
respect of all people.
3. I believe after paying one man approximately
$100,000 in salary, another man should be
given a chance.
4. I believe that no office space should be pro-
vided for a county official from which he con-
ducts his own private business.
5 I believe that any colenty office should have
sufficient secretarial help, but this help
should not be used to transact personal bust-
6. I believe that all men deserve to be treated
equally and with dignity. No person should
be mistreated because of his social standing.
7. Since involvement has become an issue in this
campaign. I believe that involvement can be-
come too widespread. An official should be
Involved in his own office but not involved
in all other offices so as to try to run them all.
8. I don't believe any person having business In
a county office should be ordered out of the
office or talked to disrespectfully. These of-
fices belong to the taxpayers.
9. I believe that all sections of the county de-
serve their fair share of the road money, no
matter for whom they voted in the last elec-
tion.
10 I believe if a candidate has to go all the way
back to the Bartley-Stevenson race to find
a Democratic ticket that he has supported,
the candidate should not be running on the
Democratic ticket.
Respectfully,
ROGER W. JONES
Candidate for
Calloway County Judge
7. Dees your school recruit good
teachers? At least 30 percent
of the faculty should be work-
ins on graduate degrees.
IL Dees the school insist on a
hardline, prearranged schedule
In every ciass? Many good tea-
chers are stifled in schools with
inflexible schedules where they
cannot try new methods.
9. How good is the school build-
ing? The classrooms? Labs? Stu-
dy areas? Are students over-
crowded in poorly lighted
rooms? Do • they have enough
equipment • to use? Enough
books? Enough lab equipment?
Does the school have devices
like tape recorders, closed-cir-
cuit television, and taped films
readily available?
10. The final question is in-
tangible: Whet is the school
atmosphere? Are teachers en-
thusiastic? Students stimulated?
Is there a spirit of cooperation
between the school board, the
superintendent and the facul-
ty? Is there a respect for Mem
ins'?
Hospital Report
Census — Adults  
Census — Nursery   1
Adississism, May 19, 1969
William H. Aycock, 219 Clark
Hall, MSU, Murray; J. Earl
Douglas, 117 Woodievrn, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Carte Hudspeth, 709
South 3rd Street, Murray; Ger-
ald Richerson, Route 2, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Mary K. Clark, IV
W. Lee, Mayfield; Mrs. Edna
Darnell, Route 2, Murray; Eyed
U. Anderson, Route 1, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Neva Manning, 1108
Elm Street, Murray; Miss Diane
Beale, Almo; Mrs. Velma
era, Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
Diane Herndon, Route 3, Mur-
ray; Elvis Overby, Route 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Mary S. Davis,
629 Murray Cit., Murray; Mrs.
Dollie Russell, 705 South 10th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Gram A-
hart, Route 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Erie Stewart, 1619 Olive, Mur-
ray; Leonard Outland, Box IS,
Hazel; Mrs. Ina Hale, 2601 Jack-
son 9t., Paducah; Mrs. Tyne W.
Folks, Route 2, Cadiz; Sydow
H. Palmer, 307 South 3rd 13.,
Murray.
Dieselssals
Gardie Turner, Route 2, Mur-
ray; Master Donald Tinsley, 411
North 4th Street, Murray; Miss
Patsy Grooms, 410 South 10th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Opal Rm,
Route 3, Murray; Howard Wil-
loughby, Route 3, Murray; Miss
Eugenia Ferguson, Box 657
Hart Hall, MSU, Murray; Mrs.
Ola Culver, 1405 Poplar St.,
Murray; Dudley Harper, Route
5, Benton; Mrs. Maurine Grooms
401 South 10th Street, Murray;
Miss Darlene Walker, Route 3.
Murray; Mrs. Daisy C. Hodges.
tone 3, Murray; Comas- Ale:V-
ander, Hardin.
OW Is New
NEP,' ORK (HI) - There's
nothing ,'really new under the
fashion-' aun. aceprding to
Virginia Hamel. director or the
Traphagen Sehool of Fashion.
who saNs the school has a mu-
seum Which includes fashions
dating hack to 1862.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The highest and lowest points
in the conterminous United ivy.
States are both in California
onl 85 miles apart — Mt
Murray
Whitney et 14404 feet above
sea level and Death Valley at
minus 282 feet.
SPRING SAIL A sailing enthusiast clings to the side of his
overturned sailboat in the Charles River in Boston, await-
ing rescue by a Boston University patrol boat.
Nasilband Prete h. OMB
;•shalf of the proposed saboul
-tax and merger. The motion was
made and seconded to anent
'..ne resolution.
Mrs. Donald Hunter introduc-
ed Mrs. I. A. Gilson, governor
of the First *District Kentucky
'Federation of Woman's Clubs
who installed the new officers.
Mrs. Woos is a resident of
Eddyville, but formerly was a
resident of Murray and a mem-
ber of Murray Woman's Club
The sextet from MWC Music
Department performed the
-Musical Setting of Woman's
Club Creed" by Down. The sex-
tet was composed of Mesdames
Vernon Shown, Robert Baer,
Josiah Darnall, Charles Sim-
ons, William Ferguson, and Rob
Ray.
Mrs. Gilson thanked the out-
going chairmen and officers.
She then installed the new of-
ficers and presented each with
a white carnation. The incom-
ing officers are president, Mrs.
Dan Keller, 1st vice-president,
Mrs. James Garrison, 2nd vice-
president, Mrs. J. Matt Spark-
man, recording secretary, Mrs.
John Gregory, corresponding
secretary, Mrs. Don Tucker, and
treasurer, Mrs. Purcioni Out-
land.
The new chairmen of the de-
partments are Alpha, Mrs. G.
B. Scat; Creative Arts, Mrs. Ma-
con Blankenship; Delta, Mrs.
J. D. Rayburn; Garden, Mrs.
Gene Brandon; Home, Mrs. John
D. Stamps; Kappa, Mrs. John
Belt; Music Mrs. Vernon Shown;
Sigma, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.;
ThetA, Mre, cuff Campbell; and
Zeta, Mrs. June Smith.
Mrs. Keller announced that
the parents, faculty and staff of
the Head Start Program are en-
tertaining the officers of the
general club and the officers of
the Sigma, Music, Theta and
Delta departments et a coffee
on Thursday at 10 an. at the
Douglas School.
Mrs. Keller reminded the
members to note the &missy of
awards which the dab has wee
this year.
The hostesses for the evening
were the members of the Al-
pha, Zeta, and Home Depart-
ments. The tables were decor-
ated with yellow rosebuds and
WEIDNISDAY — IAA
,
4sess
"HAMBURGER Hill" CHARGE- Soldiers of the U.S. 101st Airborne charge up "Hamburger
Hill" in South Vietnam's A Shau Valley in one of toughest battles so far. (Radiophoto)
James Smith, 82,
Dies At Lourdes;
Rites Scheduled
James Smith, 63, formerly of
Paducah, died at 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday at Lourdes Hospital.
Mr. Smith was a member of
Full Gospel Tabernacle Church.
He is survived by six daugh-
ters, Mn. Robbie Canup, Mrs.
Johnny O'Donley, Mrs. Alma
Mosley and Mrs. Marilyn Til-
ford, all of Paducah, and Mrs.
Gertrude Bradford and Mrs.
tarolyn Hill, both of West Padu-
cah; three sons, Willard, Roy
and Murrell Smith, all of Padu-
cah; three brothers, Willard'
Smith of Paducah, Fred Smith
of Murray, and Carl Smith of
Detroit; 20 grandchildren and 12
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Thursday at Kennedy
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
Harold Council officiating. Bur-
ial will be in Palestine Ceme-
tery.
Pallbearers will be David
O'Donley, Ronnie Smith, Tommy
Mayo, Dickie Mayo, Mike Brad-
ford and Gerald Bradford, all
grandsons.
Friends may call at the funer-
al home.
CONFRONTATION IN 11110(111v One dertiOnstrator tries to stand his ground as a line of
Nwtlonal Guard bayonets advancesion him during a-conf iototaMian lit -"Mt '2,001* d°1/1"4/'orators trying to close the downtown area 'or beriresey,..rmer, ent.htuldrede of National
Guardsmen and pollee.
APOLLO loss.
ICesstineed Press Pass Osig
lunar surface.
A color television show of the
asom's approach was scheduled
at 1:09 p. m., and of the sur-
face at 0:34 p. m. The final
task of the busy day will be
Cenian's climb through a con-
necting tunnel to the lunar land-
ing vehicles to check its equip-
ment prior to its all-important
flight test.
Thineday, Cernan and Staf-
ford will fly the landing craft
to within 50,000 feet of the
moon's crust. Their test of the
Wider and close inspection of
a chosen landing site will de-
termine whether the Apollo 11
crew will attempt a moon Land-
ing July 20.
The Apollo 11 team of Neil
A. Armstrong, Michael Collins
and Edwin E. Aldreei went to
the launch pad at Cape Ken-
nedy Tuesday afternoon to
Inspect their spacecraft after
it was roiled into potion stop
its Saturn 5 booster rocket.
"I feel great. We all feel
great," mon commander
Nalford reported to astronaut
physician Dr. glares E. Bogy
before going to bed Tuesday
night.
Berry talked privately with
the astronauts to question them
about the nagging problem of
hydrogen bubbles in the space-
craft drinking water. Berry re-
ported afterward the spacemen
had been taking pills to est
down abdominal gaseousness',
and that he had urged them to
maintain their water intake int
spite of the gas to avoid po-
tentially dangerous dehydra-
tion.
Swann's Market
KITS
a STEAK I. 
99LEAN
50
SLICED - SMOKED
Put amps 890
FRESH LEAN* •
Pork bast 490
FRESH (011111CILEN LIVERS lb. 76e)
Chicken Breast I- 59C
EMGE - SLICED, DERINED
Stab Bxos 53C
ON "WARPATH" Demanding
Justice fa her people, Kahn
'Meta Horn. 27, of the Mo-
hawk Indian tribe. enters 10
Downing Street in London to
"declare war" She asked
Prime Minister Harold Wil-
son to persuade the Cana-
dian government to permit
Indians to cross the U.S.-
Canadian border withotit
paying customs duty.
OFFICE MACHINES
IEPAIREll
* Fast
* Economical
*Service
1OFFICE SUPPLY STOLE
Tuleoktute4113-111111
LEDO' illiff
Pt., fl.
"L CALVIN(MISIZE
MIX or MATCH — BUSH'S VEGETABLES
MEXICAN STYLE BEANS
SHOWBOAT BLACKEYE PEAS
YELLOWEYE PEAS
TURNIP or MUSTARD GREENS
HOMINY - SPAGHETTI
SHOWBOAT PORK & BEANS
PINTO - GREAT NOR'N - NAVY
10 cats fer 9%
Strawbeny Tine
6111.11AX ---12-22 254
SURE JELL _ —2 aw- 39'
GERTO 4r
45c FIEEZE1 SACS
FREE Measuring
Scoop Set
with the purchase of each giant size
6gd
BATH OIL BEADS19
ROSE and
FLOWER
SPRAY
itInw&9* $1769
KELLOGG'S PRESENTS . . .
STRAWBERRY FLAVORED KOMBOS 70:
CHOCOLATE FLAVORED KOMBOS 390
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